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1. Objectives

The Tritium Emissions Reduction Facility (TE_F) is being built by EG&G Mound

Applied Technologies to provide improved control of the tritium emissions

from gas streams being processed. Mound handles tritium in connection with

production, development, research, disassembly, recovery, and surveillance

operations. During these operations, a small fraction of the tritium being

processed escapes from its original containment.

Most of the tritium-containing gas streams are currently sent to the Effluent

Removal System (ERS). There, the tritium is removed from the gas streams

before residual process gases are discharged into the atmosphere. The ERS

system has been operating for 17 yr without a major overhaul, and some of its

components are more than 17 yr old.

Over the years, the amount of tritium work being performed at Mound has

increased substantially. The present 35 std ft3/min capacity of the ERS is

insufficient to meet the needs of radioactive gas processing, and

administrative controls are now used to keep the gas flow to the ERS down to

the level that it can handle.

Although the ERS must process ali of the gases sent to it, it is equipped

with a 1600 ft3 surge tank that can temporarily store gases during brief

repairs to the system or when there is a temporary overload of gas. However,

the ERS has limited ability to cope with sudden changes in gas flow fed to

it. Improvements in this capability are needed, especially as the total

flows increase and environmental goals become more demanding.

The ERS is located in a confined space and does not have redundancy in some

areas where it would be desirable. It is not possible to completely overhaul

the existing system and keep it in operation. In addition, all of the

tritium control system components that are under pressure should be

secondarily enclosed to prevent personnel exposure in case of a leak, but

because of tight space restrictions and the need for continuous operation,

this is not feasible for the ERS.



The basic objectives for the TERF are (I) to continue to proce zs the

tritium-containing gases from Mound with extremely high system reliability,

(2) to be able to process higher gp.s flows, (3) to be able to handle greater

changes in gas flow easily: ''"_) to have the system doubly contained so as to

further minimize the possibilities of worker exposure, and (5) to reduce the

the total system _.missAons to yet lower levels (as low as reasonably

achievable). The design of the TERF has been implemented to make significant

improvements in each of these areas. The design criteria for the TERF

project, which embody these concepts, are detailed further in the Design

Criteria Report [i].

The objective of this report is to describe the human factors engineering as

performed in connection with the design, construction, and testing of the

TERF as required in DOE Order 6430.1A, section 1300-12 [2]. Human factors

engineering has been involved at each step of the process and was considered

4uring the preliminary research on tritium capture before selecting the

specific process to be used. Human factors engineering was also considered

in determining the requirements for the TERF and when the specific design

work was initiated on the facility and the process equipment. Finally, human

factors engineering was used to plan the specific acceptance tests that will

be made during TERF installation and after its completion. 'l_ese tests will

verify the acceptability of the flnal system and its components.

The work on human factors engineering on the TP/IF project is described in

detail in this report. Section 2 describes the planning; Section 3 describes

the requirements analysis; Section A describes the design activities; Section

5 details the needed acceptance tests; Section 6 describes a probabilistic

risk assessment of the TERF; Section 7 details the conclusions of this report

and discusses the recommendations made based upon those conclusions; and

Section 8 summarizes the major conclusions of this report.
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2. Planning

• 2.1. System Objectives

" The objectives of human factors engineering are to design equipment and

systems that are compatible with human dimensions and capabilities (as these

factors relate to operation, control, and maintenance) and to ensure that

optimum compatibility is achieved between equipment and human performance.

The design of the TERF project has been conducted so as to be consistent with

these t_¢omain objectives.

Specific objectives set for the TERF project include (I) achieving a system

that is extremely reliable, (2) building a system that has more capacity than

the present system, (3) having a system that can adjust to changes in flow

rapidly,(4) having a system that will operate unattended,(5) achieving lower

tritium emissions than are currently being achieved by the ERS, and (6)being

easier to operate by displaying all operating data in a single location.

The first obje6tive, that of achieving extremely high reliability, was

approached in the conceptual design stage. A senior engineering specialist

was assigned full-time for two years to analyze various systems for tritium

control, as options for the TERF.

The following trade-off studies were conducted to optimize the preliminary

design of the system.

I. Such alternate routes as the use of membrane separators or the Tritium

Removal by Organic Compounds (TROC) process were considered, but these

processes were judged incapable of coping with the tritiated organic

compounds that must be handled•

2. _%e use of "water swamping" to decrease the tritium loss through the

• dryers was considered, but this process was discarded because it

increased the volume of water that had to be processed and only reduced

" emissions slightly.



3. In order to increase _he conversion of the tritium compound to tritiated

water, recycling of the gases was considered, but, since the new

reactors are expected to achieve almost I00% conversion on the first

pass, this idea was rejected.

4. The condenser placement within the process was tried at various places,

and it was decided that it should be placed off-line in the regeneration

system rather than on-llne next to the compressors, as in ERS. Such

placement minimizes the amount of gas that must be cooled, and it allows

potentially condensablepollutants to be oxidized and pass out of the

system directly without being collected with the product water.

5. The effect of pressure on the system w_s evaluated, and it was decided

that the TERF wi'% be operated at a higher pressure (50 psig nominal,

I00 psig maximum for the TERF as compared to 20 psig maximum for the

F/IS) in order to be able to handle very large gas flows wit:h relatively

small (less expensive) pieces of equipment.

6.. lt was decided that the heat of comPression could be economically saved

and used to help preheat the gases golng to the reactors by means of

insulatlngthe process lines.

7. lt was also decided that a recovery heat exchanger should be placed

adjacent to the reactor to utilize the hot reactor off-gases to preheat

those entering the reactor.

These studies are described in greater detail in Reference 3.

Increased automation is a sought after goal for the TERF. Because if fewer

demands are made upon the time and attention of the system operators, there

will be more time available for carefully conducting ali of the remaining

work tasks. This in turn should lead to higher efficiency and to greater

system reliability.



2.2. Standards

Standards which the TERF has to meet include: (I) Emissions must be reduced

to acceptable levels. (2) The tritium processing equipment, which is under

pressure, should be doubly contained.

Mound's current Environmental Impact Statement requires that no releases of

over 20 g of trltium be allowed and that no person outside of Mound will be

exposed to tritium such that their dose exceeds 0.i rem. The goals set for

the TERF state that its emissions from the process will not exceed 180 Ci/yr

and that the total emissions from the facility, including any tritium that

escapes to the rooms, will not exceed 200 Ci/yr.

The inlet section of the TERF is under negative pressure so that any leakage

of gases will flow into, rather than out of, the system. From the

compressors on, however, the gases are compressed to pressures significantly

higher than on e a_osphere. By doubly containing ali. pipes and equipment

from the compressors through the end of the process, ensures that any leakage

from the process will be retained, and will be allowed to escape into the

surrounding area.

2.3. Special Requirements Requiring Human Factors Consideration

The TERF has some special requirements: (I) lt must be able to operate

without constant operator attendance. (2) It must be designed to be easy

maintenance despite the inherent radioactive contamination of the system. (3)

It must be instrumented so that the detailed performance of ali! _jor

equipment items can be evaluated by analyzing gas or liquid samples. (4) The

temperature, pressure, flow rate, tritium concentration, and moisture

concentration must be able to be determined at key points in the system. (5)

The temperature, pressure, flow rate, tritium concentration, and moisture

" levels must be logged continuously and automatically. (6) The system will be

equipped with combustible gas monitors, which will sound an alarm and will

" the gases to the surge tanks whenever the concentration reaches three-fourths



of the lower combustion limit. (7) The system will be equipped with oxygen

monitors that will automatically cause air to be added to the system when the

oxygen concentration is low. (8) Initially, the TERF will be connected to the

F_RS so that the gases to be processed can be directed to either or both units

simultaneously.

These requirements are important from a human factors standpoint because they

affect the amount of attention that operating personnel will have to devote

to system operation. The more of these considerations that can be taken care

of automatically in the system design, the more time the operators will have

for preventive maintenance, potential operating problems, and the compilation

of any data or reports that may be required for system operation.

Experience with the ERS also has pointed out several areas of mechanical

concern that need to be addressed in the TERF design. Vibration in the ERS

transmitted from the compressors and other mechanical components in the area

may have caused the catalyst particles in the reactors to rub together and

may have abraded the platinum coating off of the aluminum oxide substrates.

The TERF needs to incorporate some design features that will minimize this

potential problem.

Major problems have been repeatedly experienced in ERS operation due to

migration of the molecular sieve material from the dryers into the piping,

where it tended to plug the lines and cause a hlgh-pressure drop. When this

happened, it was necessary to shut down that dryer train and clean out these

migrant molecular sieve particles. Better ways to prevent these particles

from leaving the dryers are needed.

Corrosion of stainless steel lines and vessels occurred in the ERS due to

exposure to chloride fluxes used in the silver soldering and brazing of

copper components, lt will be necessary to either avoid using these

corrosive fluxes, or to take special care to remove all traces of them from

all stainless steel parts that will be installed on the TERF.

The dirty water tanks in the ERS were located inside of a large hood. The

volume of water in them was very hard to read accurately because there were
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obscuring items of equipment located in front of the sight glasses, and the

sight glasses were poorly lighted. In the TERF, care should be taken to see
a

that the volumes of water in the water tanks can be easily and accurately

read.

The product water in the ERS has been sampled by sticking a hypodermic needle

through a rubber septum that covered the water container. The possibilities

of leakage or direct injection of tritiated water into personnel are safety

hazards that should not be repeated in the TERF. A different, safer method

of sample taking is needed.

3. Requirements Analysis

3.1. Needs of Operators

The TERF operators will perform the following functions: (I) system start-up,

(2) system monitoring, (3) response to alazms, (4) shutdown of system

components, (5) routine maintenance, (6) maintenance assistance requests, and

(7) manual operation of the water purification system. System start-up will

include examination of system components and instrument readings to ensure

that the components are ready to be put on-line. Once this has been done,

the operator will follow the standard operating procedures for start-up of

the TERF. The reactors will be heated up to operating temperature, ali

available equipment will be brought to operational readiness, and then the

process gas can be introduced into the system. The operating pressure is set

on the compressors, and gas i_ forced through the components.

While the system is operating, the control computer or operators will monitor

its performance. To do this, information on system performance must be

supplied. The key variables to be monitored are temperature, pressure, flow

rate, tritium concentration, and moisture concentration, at all points in the

system. This information will be made available at the computer terminals

on a continuous basis, For the convenience of the operators, terminals will

be located both in the control room and on both floors of the processing

area.
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Normally, the system will be computer controlled to operate at a steady set

of conditions and will not need operator input. However, in the case of a

system upset or malfunction of a specific piece of equipment, alarms will be

set to warn of the need for operator intervention. The operators will be

trained to recognize the different alarm signals and to know the appropriate

response to them.

A procedure will be established for cases in which more than one alarm is

activated at the same time. Clearly, a sounding alarm will be addressed

before one that is merely flashing. To cover cases in which two alarms start

sounding simultaneously, a hierarchy of alarms will have been established as

to which should be answered first. Preference will be given to alarms that

indicate malfunction of a piece of equipment (hence endangering continuity of

operation) as opposed to ones indicating high emissions. _e TF_F should

automatically adjust itself to counter the emissions alarms. Operators will •

be trained on procedures for responding to the different alarms by means of

instructions from engineering personnel and by on-the-job training.

The operator will need to know how to' shut down pieces of equipment in the

TERF. Routlne maintenance or sudden equipment failure may dictate switchover

to backup equipment. Written procedures for performing these operations will

be supplied and will be followed under normal circumstances.

The TERF operators will be expected to perform routine system maintenance on

the TERF. Standard operations, such as replacing worn gloves in the

gloveboxes and changing the oil in the compressors, will follow written

procedures and will be coordinated with health physics persorm.el as required.

For more difficult maintenance jobs, such as replacing major pieces of

equipment and replacing the catalyst in the reactors, the operators will turn

in requests for maintenance service or engineering assistance. The operators

will specify the problem and a determination will be made as to whether it

can be solved by maintenance service and/or engineering assistance.

The number of operators that will have to be trained to operate the TEKF will

be determined along with their training. A minimum of one operator will need

12
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to be assigned to the TERF during the Monday through Friday daytime shift.

At least one additional operator will have to be available for vacation

' relief.

• Ducing =he daily operation of the TERF, the operator will be in contact with

his supervisor and wi_h technical support personnel as needed. These

contacts will be made in pezson or by telephone. Telephones have been

installed in the TERF control room and in both of the main opera_ing rooms.

Actual turnover of the operating responsibility of the TEP_F uo another

operator will generally be done in person.

Potential safety hazazds to the operators include: (I) radiation exposure,

(2) burns, and (3) explosion. Failure of the system to process and contain

the tritium being fed to the TERF could expose operators and people off-site

in r_.e vicinity of Mound to small quantities of tritium. The operator will

be protected against exposure by the double-containment of tritium used in

the TERr. A high vent_latlon rate cf once-through air fed to the TERF area

will also decrease worker exposure. A m_,nlmum of i0 air changes per hour are

planned.

Certalt_ components of the TERF w_ll be thermally hot and should not be

touched while the system is operating. These include the preheaters,

reactors, and heat exchangers in the main part of the system, and the

preheater and he_t exchange equipment in the dryer regeneration loop. The

operators will be protected against burns by the double containment and by

insulation on _he hot equipment items.

Exp].osion is aD unlikely ha?_rd. _e TEP_ will be instrumented so as to send

any potentially combustible or explosive gases directly to the evacuated

surge talr_. These gases will then be processed slowly with massive dilution

by pumping them back into the main processing stream at a slow rate relative

to the other gases entering the system. As far as is known, a potentially

- e_plosive mixture has been fed to the present ERS only onc_ during its 28 yr

of operation. A combustible gas detection meter will be installed in the

- TERF to detect such a concentration.
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3.2. Systems Important to Safety

Tritium concentrations are monicored continuously within the TERF process gas

scream, inside of key glovebox atmosphere exhauscs, and inside of the rooms

in which the equipment is installed. Initially, nritium monitors will be

installed at four places in the process, inside of four gloveboxes, and in

the computer room, Room T-243, and room T-SW (for a total of Ii new

monitors).

The tritium monitors used at Mound each have two concentration ranges in the

_ame instrument -- a low concentration range and a high range. They are all

ei_uipped with t_o alarms. The first alarm, for cases where the tritium

concentration exceeds the low range setpoln_, is signaled by a yellow light

and an intermittent sound. The hlgh'level alarm, for cases where the tritium

concentration exceeds the second setpolnt, is announced by a red light and a

continuous sound.

The process monitors cover the ranges from 1 mCl/m 3 to 200 Ci/m 3 and from

1 Ci/m 3 to I00,000 Ci/m 3. The glovebox monitors cover the ranges from

I _Ci/m 3 to 20,000 _Ci/m 3 and from 1 mCi/m 3 to 20 Ci/m 3. The

room monitors cover the ranges from I _Ci/m 3 to 2,000 _Ci/m 3 and

from 1 mCi/m 3 to 2 Ci/m 3.

The TERF system pressures are controlled by automatic flow control valves

that are operated by the process computer. These control valves, however,

are backed up by rupture disks and pressure relief valves that are installed

to prevent runaway pressures from damaging system components. The system is

designed to operate at a pressure of I00 psig, but it is intended that lt

will be operated at a much lower pressure (normally 50 psig) most of the

time, adding an additional factor of safety,

The pressure controls for the TERF gloveboxes to automatically keep the

pressures within safe limits. Extensive measures have been taken to ensure

that the gloveboxes are not breached from under- or over- pressurization.

14
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Primary glovebox pressure is controlled by a Fisher vacuum regulator that

mechanically maintains glovebox pressure to approximately 0.5 in. H20

. negative pressure. The glovebox purge rate is con_rolled by the use of a

I)wyer flowmeter and the pressure of the purge gas is limited by a Fisher

• pressure regulator.

Secondary glovebox pressure contr_l _.smaintained by a Dwyer Capsulphotohellc

pressure switch whose range is +2 to -2 in. of H20 and whose setting is -I

to 0 in. H20 relative to room pressure. This dual function switch shuts

off the glovebox purge when the pressure setpoint is exceeded and shuts off

the box vacuum when tile vacuum setpoint is exceeded. A backup

Capsu.1_hotohelic pressure switch with a range of +5 to '5 in. of H20 is

used to further reduce the risk of over- or under-pressure failure of a

glovebox. This switch is set at about +2 to -2 in. H20 pressure relative

to the room pressure. When its setpolnts are exceeded, it sounds an alarm

and shuts off all sources of pressure and vacuum services to the box.

Tertiary control of glovebox pressure control is maintained passively by

oil-filled bubblers. These bubblers allow gases to bubble through to the

stack in cases of excessive pressure in the gloveboxes. Conversely, they

allow stack header gases back into the box if excessive negative pressure

occurs. They are usually set to relieve au ± 3 to ± 5 in. of H20 p-essure.

The bubblers are sized to accommodate the greatest potential flow that would

be possible from the services and process gas flow entering the glovebox.

Flow orifices are installed in service lines to limit the maximum possible

gas flow rates.

Temperature control systems are needed to prevent temperatures in the heated

system components from exceeding their design limits. The reactor is

designed for operation at temperatures up to 600°C. The dryer system

components are designed for operation at temperatures up to 320°C. _%e

. temperatures of the heated components of the TERF will be measured using

thermocouples.

o
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The temperat_lres of the heated equipment items will be independently

monitored by the computer, which will interrupt the power to the heaters if

design temperatures are exceeded. Fusible links will be placed in the air

ducts so that they will automatically close the air dampers supplying air to

the room in case of a fire. Sprinklers will be automatically activated if a

fire occurs in the process rooms or in the HVAC ducts.

The flow of gases into the TERF is controlled by maintaining a predetermined

pressure at the system inlet, which is determined by settings on a pressure

control valve and the compressors. The compressors will maintain a negative

pressure on the inlet gas header. The compressors are expected to usually

operate in a variable-speed mode, in which they will speed up to handle high

flows while maintaining a constant inlet pressure.

The flows of cooling watez will be set based on readings from rotameters.

Recycle gas streams will be regulated by means of system inlet pressure and

compressor speed. The flow of nitrogen gas to the system will be limited by

means of a flow control orifice.

The combustibility measurement and control system consists of a combustible

gas monitor, a surge tank, and the associated valves and piping. Samples of

the inlet gas are continually analyzed for percent combustible gas. Since

gases containing 4% hydrogen are combustible and could damage the system if

ignited, arrangements will be made to prevent gases containing this much

combustible gas (including hydrogen) from passing through the TERF.

Flammable gases will be detected by the combustible gas monitor. If the

concentr8 ,on reaches a set percentage (75%) of the flammable limit, the

gases will be diverted to the surge tank. The process gases inside of the

TERF equipment at that time will be reclrculated to maintain system

operation until the combustible gas meter indicates that the inlet gases no

longer pose a combustion hazard. Then, the flow of the inlet gases will be

switched back to the TERF; and the gases stored in the surge tank will be b

slowly pumped out and redirected to the TERF for processing. In order to

ensure that the concentration of gases being p_ocessed by the system is below
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the lower combustion limit, the pump out rate will be restricted to a low

number of cubic feet per minute.

Air will have to be added to the TERF in those cases where the oxygen in the

• inlet gases is insufficient to oxidize the hydrogen and other combustible

species. Provision will have to be made for oxygen addition, otherwise

unoxidlzed tritium could pass through the system.

An oxygen-measuring instrument Will continuously take readings of the oxygen

concentration in the inlet gases. If the oxygen concentration is too low to

oxidize the combustible gases, an additional system will automatically

activate and add air. A flowmeter will show that air is flowing through this

additive system whenever this occurs. This addition will continue until the

oxygen concentration in the inlet gases is found to be sufficient to handle

the combustibles.

3.3. System Performance Objectives

The TERF is presently designed to handle a maximum flow of 80 std ft3/min

process gases to be detritiated. Ultimately, the maximum flow rate may be

expanded to 160 ft3/min, if additional funding is provided. Since the flow

to the system is continuously variable, the system compressors will be

equipped with variable speed drives to vary the amount of gas compressed.

The system will normall V rely on the smaller of the two system compressors

(the Squire-Cogswell unit) which has a variable capacity from 20 to 60

ft3/min. Whenever the inlet flow exceeds 60 ft3/min, the flow will be

shifted to the larger system compressor (the Rix Unit), which has a variable

capacity from 30 to i00 ft3/min. The compressor that is running will

automatically adjust its speed to pump the inlet gas supplied, while

maintaining the preset negative inlet pressure at the compressor inlet

(expected to be -2.5 psi).

If the inlet gas flow rate falls below the lower limit of the compressor, the

" system is designed to recycle a sufficient amount of gas to make up the

17



minimum load. This will prevent overheating of the compressor, which could

occur if it were forced to operate at a very slow speed. This adjustment to

recycle gas to the compressor is done automatically.

The TERF is designed to remove enough tritium from the inlet gases such that

no more than 180 Ci/yr escape in the gases discharged from the system. This

includes all forms of tritium - as the element, as the oxide, or in the form

of organic compounds• No more than 20 additional Ci are expected to be lost

from gloveboxes or other sources associated with the TERF.

The TERF must operate continuously. Initially, it will bebacked up by the

F/IS. lt is intended, however, that th_ TERF will ultimately take over the

entire gas detritiation load after it has been further expanded to 160 std

ft3/min by the addition of equipment in Phase III _,and after it has proven

its reliability.

The only time that the TERF will purposely be allowed to shutdown is for

brief periods of maintenance work, during which time the inlet gases will be

sent to the 5500 ft3/mln surge tank. The surge tank will be normally

maintained at a pressure of 0.5 psia. In the event of a scheduled

maintenance job on the TERF, which will prevent it fulfilling its principal

function of detritiatlng inlet gases, the inlet gases will be drawn into the

surge tank. The surge tank capacity is designed to accept 4600 ft3/min of

gas before its pressure rises up to the -2.5 psig level that the TERF is

designed to maintain. This will provide almost one hour of capacity, even at

a maximum flow rate of 80 ft3/min.

Maintenance jobs will be planned in advance, and a planning meeting will

always be held prior to performance of any maintenance work on such a

critical system as the TERF. If the job is likely to involve more than a few

minutes of system downtime, an estimate of the maximum allowable time for the

job is made by the operating personnel. Arrangements are made with the users

of the TERF system to 3hutdown all unnecessary operations to minimize the

rate at which gases for detritiation are generated. The allowable time for

maintenance can be stretched considerably in this manner. Th_ job will be
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undertaken only after it has been established that it can be finished within

the time expected to be available.

i

. 3.4. System Functions

The TERF system performs the basic Job of detritiation by means of several

subsystems: (I) inlet gas, (2) gas filtration, gas compression, (4) reaction,

(5) drying subsystem, (6) dryer regeneration, (7) water purification, and (8)

tritium accountability. The requirements for each of thesesubsystems are

described in the following paragraphs.

The inlet gas subsystem is designed to convey the tritlum-containing gases

from their sources to the filters, lt is designed to operate at a negative

pressure, so that any leaks that occur pull outside air into the system,

rather than allow leakage of trltium-contalnlng gases to the surroundings.

the inlet gas subsystem is also instrumented to provide information on the

flow rate and composition of the entering gases. An oxygen meter will

determine whether the inlet gases contain sufficient oxygen to oxidize all of

the entering combustible gases. If insufficient oxygen is present, air will

be automatically added.

A combustibility meter will determine the percentage of combustible gases

contained in the inlet gases. If the inlet gases contain more than 3.0 %

combustibles (4 % hydrogen is the lower combustion limit), these gases will

be diverted to the surge tank. The surge tank, which is also a part of this

subsystem, is used to temporarily store gases that are potentially

combustible, that could initially pass through the TERF without being

sufficiently detritiated to meet the promised annual emission limits, that

flowed during a temporary TERF shutdown, or that exceed the TERF flow

capacity.

- The gas filtration subsystem filters the inlet gases to remove particulates.

The filtration is performed by Brink mist eliminators, which are designed to

, handle flows of i00 ft3/min at a pressure drop of less than 0.5 _n. of
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mercury with a particulate removal efficiency of greater than 95%. These

filters will remove vacuum pump oil a_H solid particles, protecting the

compressors from particulate wear. The vacuum pump oil, which usually

consists of only 1 or 2 L/yr, contains very little tritium, lt is sorbed on

vermiculite, protectively packaged, and buried in batches without further

treatment.

The gas compression subsystem maintains a negative pressure at its Inlet to

draw the tritium-containing gases from their sources into the TERF. The

compressors in this subsystem then raise the pressure up to a preset level

(maximum of i00 psig). During normal operation of the TERF, it is expected

that this pressure will be 50 psig. The compressors are sized, however, to

operate at outlet pressures up to I00 psig.

The reaction subsystem accepts the gases from the compressors, heats them up

to reaction temperature (400-600°C), causes them to react by contact with

the catalyst, and then cools them back to room temperature. The heating is

done initlally by conserving some of the heat of compression from the

compressor by means of insulation. These gases are then heated further in a

countercurrent, gas-to-gas heat exchanger, utilizing the heat in the hot

gases exiting from the reactors. The gases are then finally raised to

reaction temperature with an electrically heated preheater. The temperature

necessary to completely react all of the tritium species to form HTO in a i s

reaction time is approximately 400°C. This system finally cools the gases

back to room temperature using water-cooled heat exchangers.

The drying subsystem removes the HTO from the gases by passing them through

beds of Type AA molecular sieves. The dryers remove the water vapor,

including the HTO, from these gases down to less than i ppm. The dry gases

are then monitored and discharged into the atmosphere.

The regeneration subsystem heats the off-stream dryers to 320°C(600°F)

after they have become partially saturated with water, vaporizing the water

and then collecting it by means of condensation and adsorption. The initial

condensation is effected by means of water-cooled condensers. This is
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followed by removal of water vapor as ice in a refrigerated condenser at

-30°F, and the removal of the residual water content below 1.0 ppm using

' another molecular sieve dryer.

' lte water purification subsystem holds the water that is collected by the

dryer regeneration subsystem, and it also is used to purify it. Activated

carbon and ion exchange columns reduce the total organic carbon lev_l below

i0 ppm and raise its electrical resistivity above _1.0 megchm-cm. The tritium

concentration of the water is determined by means of representative sampling

and calorimetry. The amount of tritium leaving the TERF is then calculated

by multiplying this concentration in Ci/L by the volume of the water in

liters.

The accountability subsystem measures the amount of the tritium entering the

TERF. Tritium monitors are used to measure the tritium concentration of the

entering gases, and a flowmeter measures their mass flow rate. The total

tritium entering the system is calculated and recorded from these

measurements using the system computer.

3.5.Machine vs.Man Functions

The TERF system is designed to operate itself, but ali automatic functions

can be manually overridden in case of a system malfunction. In case of

malfunction of the computer control system, all valves and controls are

shifted to control by a redundant computer. If it also fails, the valves and

controls remain at their previous setpoints (before computer failure), and an

alarm is sent out.

A computer program called Maintenance Personnel Performance Simulation

(MAPPS) [4] is used to ch_ck the probability of operator error where

performing such tasks as (i) changing gloves, (2) changing vacuum pump oil,

" (3) changing oil in compressors, (4) changing valves, (5) cleaning lights,

(6) changing catalyst, (7) changing molecular sieve adsorbent in the dryers,

° (8) cleaning molecular sieve traps, (9) changing BRINK mist eliminator
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elements, (I0) changing moisture probes, (II) packi_g end maintaining flow

control valves, (12) regenerating d_yers, (13) cleaning up TERF product

water, and (14) maintaining the operations log and "tickle" file.

0

The use of MAPPS for the TERF has enabled us to make a detailed listing of

the steps to be performed during the change out of gloves in gloveboxes.

This will be useful in the future when writing procedures on this operation.

Discussions of MAPPS have led to consideration of the steps to be taken

during the replacement of the catalyst in the catalytic reactors and the

molecular sieve in the dryers. This has resulted in modification of the

ports for feeding and removing materials from the reactors and the dryers.

3.6. Training Needs

The project team and the sponsor will complete written operating instructions

for the TERF. The instructions will include operation of the system, system

bontrol logic, alarm systems and emergency procedures, material transfer

procedures, material accountability, operation of pass and gloveboxes,

operation and maintenance of services, instrument calibration, operation of

the monitoring system, and maintenance procedures.

4. System Design

4.1. Human Dimension Considerations

4.1.1. Glovebox Dimensions

The gloveboxes were designed based on human factors information. Most of the

gloveboxes have gloves at three different elevations, with the lowest set

having a center line 21 in. above the floor, the next set 50 in. above the

floor, and the upper one 65 in. above the floor. Experience has shown that

these heights work best for operators in the kneeling, standing, and
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standing-on-stool positions. These three heights allow excellent access to

equipment that needs to be reached inside the glovebox at different heights,

' These dimensions are consistent with those recommended by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission [5] and the U.S. Department of Defense [6]. These

. references represent over 30 yr of design experience in the area of

anthropometry.

The gloves are long enough to allow an average person toreach 20 in. into

the glovebox. Most of the gloveboxes are designed to be less than 4 ft deep:

hence, which allows operator coverage of almost the entire depth from (front

to back) of a glovebox (if gloveports are located on both front and back

sides).

The equipment inside the gloveboxes is designed so that almost all of the

important items can be reached from the installed gloves. Any thermally hot

objects, however, have been insulated so as not to burn or melt the gloves.

The gloveboxes have been fabricated from seven gauge @rainless steel (0.1874

in.) and are thick enough to provide rigidity and to make it possible for the

operators to lean on the glovebox fronts, for support, if necessary. Ali.

edges on the glovebox parts have been ground smooth to remove any burrs and

thereby prevent the Snagging or tearing of gloves.

4.1.2. Lighting Considerations

Lighting is provided at the top of gloveboxes. The lights are 175 W mercury

vapor white lights, which are designed to give an illumination of at least

I00 ft-c (foot candles) at ali key points inside the gloveboxes. The

insides of the gloveboxes are polished so as to provide maximum internal

reflectance to help increase visibility. The fronts are constructed with a

maximum glass area to maximize visibility from the front. Also, glass will

. not yellow with age and hence decrease visibility as often happens with

thermoplastic panels on gloveboxes.
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4.1.3. Valve Placement and Box Location

AS many as possible of the manual valves inside the gloveboxes are installed °

so as to be accessible from gloves. Spacing is provided around valves for

finger and hand clearance. Ali valves and equipment items are labelled for

quick identification. The instruments have been installed so that their

faces can be read from the _ront of the gloveboxes. The corners of the

gloveboxes are radiused to make cleaning and decontamination easier. The

stainless steel surfaces are also designed to be easier to clean and to

decontaminate. Water level gauges that have been installed were chosen for

ease of readability. The vacu.um pump oil reservoir3 are located inside the

gloveboxes to facilitate oll changes using _he gloves.

The gloveboxes are located in the room for easy access in case extensive

maintenance work is required. Theservice aisles are wide enough for easy

servicing. Tenting flanges have been installed on all the faces Chat have

windows to facilitate bubble suit jobs.

The gloveboxes that will contain tritiated water h_Te been designed with

bathtub-type bottoms to prevent any penetrations from going through the

bottom of these gloveboxes. Any leakage from the above tanks would be

contained in the glovebox volume underneath.

The valve handles are all color coded (by type of system or material

conveyed) to facilitate following the process lines and to minimize operator

errors. The following standard colors are used: yellow - tritiated water

lines, white - vacuum lines, red - process lines and vents, green - chilled

water lines, blue - inert gas lines (nitrogen) or compressed air, and black -

oil lines.

The computer consoles used to control the TERF were ergonomically designed by

the Foxboro Company to reduce the strain on any operator who would sit at one

for a full 8 hr shift.
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4.2. Environmental Considerations

' 4.2.1. Temperature and Humidity

, The temperature of most of the pieces of process equipment is 70°F, which

offers no hazard or discomfort. Those pieces of equipment that operate at

elevated temperatures, such as the reactors and compressors, are enclosed in

gloveboxes and these gloveboxes are equipped with water cooling devices for

heat removal. Extensive insulation will be used to conserve heat inside of

the process lines and to protect the gloves from any inadvertent heat damage.

The humidity in the TERF will be controlled by conditioning the room (which

houses the TERF) air to approximately 50% relative humidity.

4.2.2. Ventilation

The air in the tritium processing areas of TERF will be changed I0 times per

hour. The air is used on a once-through basis, hence no residual

contamination is introduced through recirculation.

4.2.3. Lighting

The ceiling lights used in the TERF installation are i00 and 150 W

high-pressure sodium lamps and fluorescent night lights. The walls are

painted a light beige for very good reflectance, without being easily

discolored. The gloveboxes have 175 W mercury vapor lights installed above

each section, which has an average floor area of 3 by 4 ft. The gloveboxes

are all made of 300 series stainless steel with polished surfaces for good

reflectance. The computer room has indirect fluorescent lighting that

diffuses off of the white ceiling. These walls are light grey, and the floor

- is covered with a blue carpet (to hide soiling). The indirect lighting will

avoid any glare or reflections on the computer screens, thus making them

• easier to read.
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4.2.4. Emergency Lighting

Battery powered emergency lights are provided in all rooms, which complies

with the Life Safety Code.

Continuously lit exit signs are located at seven points w_thin the TERF

complex of rooms so that in the event of a power failure, anyone in the area

can easily find their way out. These signs are powered by small amounts of

tritium, whose radioactive decay produce a continuous source of power for

these signs. The 12.36 yr half-llfe of tritium ensures long life for these

signs.

4.2.5, Noise

The expected noise levels are in accord with DOE Order 5480.i0 [7]. Ali

equipment items were ordered with noise specifications that would not exceed

95 dB, the allowable level for installations where personnel are not expec£ed

to spend much time and which do not require ear protection. The

Squire-Cogswell compressor has a rating of 94 dB at a distance of 3 ft. The

Rix Compressor has a rating of 82 dB at a distance of 3 ft.

The gas compressors and regeneration blower are to be placed inside of

gloveboxes to further reduce noise levels. The control room has acoustical

tiles, carpeted floor, and acoustical wall coverings to minimize sound

levels.

Noise level measurements were made at Mound on a Squire-Cogswell compressor

similar to the one that will be installed in the TERF. Although the sound

levels were high when measured adjacent to the compressor, the sound levels

will be within acceptable limits when the compressor is enclosed inside of a

glovebox.

The operators normally will not spend much time in the room where the

processing equipment is located, lt is expected that they will be exposed to
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sound from the equipment for less than 1 h per day on the average. Noise

le_,els will be measured and OSHA approved hearing approved hearing protection

• will be provided, if needed.

4.2.6. Vibrations

_%brations will be minimized in the TERF through design. The compressors and

theregeneratlon blower are most likely to cause vibration. These pieces of

equipment will be isolated from the process using sections of flexible

stainless steel hose and bolted to the floor of the gloveboxes in which they

are mounted. The operators will spend most of their time inside the control

room, which is physically removed from the process equipment.

The gloveboxes, piping, and hardware used in the TERF will be mounted so as

to withstand "design-basis" earthquakes.

4.2.7. Hostile Environments

Since the TERF processes trltlum-containing gases, it has the potential for

creating a hazardo[,m environment for the operators. In order to minimize

these possibilities, it has been decided to secondarily contain (inside of

stainless steel gloveboxes) all parts of the TERF in which the gas fs being

processed under pressure.

The gloveboxes will be equipped with rubber gloves through which periodic

maintenance operations, such as catalyst or molecular sieve replacement, can

be performed. This will decrease exposure when the reactors or dryers are

opened during replacement operations. The thickness of the rubber gloves is

more than a sufficient barrier to shield _he operators f_om the effects of

the weak beta rays given off by the radioactive decay of the tritium.

Exposures to heat will be minimized by means ot thermal insulation. The

- compressors, the process lines to the reactors, the reactors themselves, and
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the regeneration system will be insulated to keep the heat where it is useful

and to prevent thermal burns_

The gloveboxes, which contain the equipment items, are spaced apart so that

the operators can easily get to them for inspection and maintenance

activities. The fw. 1550 ft2 rooms in which those gloveboxes are located

were selected because there would be adequate room to house all of the

necessary _lquipmenc.

'_te gloveboxes, which contain the liquid HTO, are potentially more dangerous

than those which contain only tritium in the elemental form. At 1000 Ci/L,

liquid HTO must not be allowed to come in contact with unprotected personnel.

In case a leak occurred in any of the equipment containing liquid HTO, the

gloveboxes containing it are all equipped with ion chambers and water

detectors. If liquid HTO or H20 is detected in the bottoms of these

gloveboxes, it will be sensed and an alarm will ring. Since the HTO would be

totally enclosed, there would be time to calmly arrange for the disposal of

this material.

All lines handling liquid water containing HTO will be sloped. If these

lines ever have to be disconnected, they will not contain free HTO because it

will run to the ends of the lines after transfers have been made.

The pressures inside of these gloveboxes will be monitored and controlled.

Passive pressure relief devices, called bubblers, will be connected to each

glovebox to relieve pressures that are excessive (either too high or too

low). Excess pressure will be vented through the bubblers to exhaust ducts

to prevent local contamination.

4.2.8. Aesthetics

The TERF was designed to be aesthetically pleasing. The processing rooms

will have tan walls and mercury vapor lamps, which will provide a good level
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of light for the work. .The color of the vinyl flooring will complement the

tan walls.
l

The control room has a raised floor, which allows the wires to be run under

' it, contributing to neatness and a minimum of clutter. The blue floor

squares are removable so that wiring can be changed with relative ease. The

lights are focused upwards to give reflected light from the sound absorbing

ceiling. The lights are also equipped with dimmers to control the level of

brightness. ' '

4.3. Component Arrangements

The displays on the video screens are arranged to show parts of the TERF

process in detail. These displays include the major process lines, the

various pieces of process equipment, and the controls. Each part of the

process that is shown is arranged in a logical path, with the gas flowing

from left to right. Each display _'ill show the values of the five process

variables: temperature, pressure, @low rate, concentration of molsture, and

concentration of tritium at various points in the process.

_e TERF equipment items inside roon T-SW and T-243 was arranged by members

of an engineering design team that included the program manager, the

technical sponsor, an experienced ERS operator, and the seven engineers who

had responsibilities for various parts of the system. Several scale layouts

were made and examined before selecting the final layout. The final layout

arranges the system components in a logical flow pattern, and it provides

sufficient room around all of the gloveboxes so that the equipment items

contained inside of them can be operated and maintained well under all

foreseen circumstances.

The sampling of radioactive water is a relatively dangerous operation. Such

samples have been taken in the ERS in the past using a hypodermic needle to

extract the water samples through a rubber septum. An accident or misuse of

• this equipment could result in direct injection of radioactive water into an
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operator. The TERF avoids this by utilizing an automatic sampling system

located inside of a glovebox, so direct contact of the operator with

radioactive wateris much less likely.

The arrangement of equipment inside individual gloveboxes was carefully
J

considered. The liquid level gauges in the water treatment glovebox were

located near the front, and are well-lighted for relative ease in reading.

4.4. Protective Equipment

The TERF is equipped with two safety showers - one on each of the two main

processing floors. Both of these safety showers are equipped with eye

washes. Both of them will be marked "safety shower" and will be color coded

green.

Fire control equipment is located throughout the TERF. Overhead sprinklers

are located in ali of the TERF rooms. Hand-held fire extinguishers will be
.,

located on the two main processing floors.

Breathing air is available from permanent installations located on both

floors of the TERF processing area. These installations can be used to

provide air for bubble suits that will be required for maintenance Jobs and

work in radioactively contaminated areas. Multiple layers of gloves, each

with a different color, are used with the bubble suits to maximize protection

against tears.

A ladder has been installed to provide an alternate way to get from between

the two main processing floors in case the main stairs are blocked. Hand

rails are provided around the main stairway Co prevent falls.

Guards are provided on moving machine parts to prevent personal injury.

These guards are provided on the rotating parts of the 'vacuum pumps, the

process compressors, the refrigeration compressors, and the regeneration

blower.
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All of the TERF areas have been declared safety glass areas. Safety glasses

will be worn at all times in this area, both by the assigned operators and by

" visitors. Ali personnel in this area will be expected to either wear blue

uniforms, which are washed daily, or else don disposable shoe covers and

' washable smocks to prevent contamination of personal clothing.

Glove liners will be provided for personnel during work inside the glovebox

gloves. These cotton liners minimize any skin contamination from even minute

quantities of tritium that ,liffuse through the gloves.

The exits from the TERF area are ali marked with exit signs. Seven of them

are equipped with tritium lights that utilize the radioactive decay of the

gas to constantly produce light. These lights will work, even in the

unlikely event of a power outage,

4.5. Display Devices

The primary display devices will be cathode-ray tube terminals that are part

of a Foxboro Intelligent-Automation (I/A) system. Human factors features

were designed into these terminals by a team of experts. These terminals are

designed to provide maximize operator comfort while he/she is sitting in

front of them. The illumination level has been designed to maximize clarity

of the displays while minimizing eye strain. The illumination level is

variable, over a wide range of intensity, to enhance readability in

environments with a wide variety of background light levels.

_e displays, which the operators will use when observing or controlling the

process, have been constructed using the wide variety of geometric shapes,

tests, and markers available in the Foxboro Display Builder. A wide variety

of lines, rectangles, polygons, arcs, and ellipses are available.

Alphanumeric characters are available in a wide variety of fonts and sizes.

- The fonts available include single width-single height, single width-double

height, double width-single height, and double width-double height. Shapes

- such as pumps and valves, which are used often, are also available, along

with eight foreground and 32 background colors.
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The versatility of the Display Builder allows easy modification and

improvement of displays by personnel who have the proD,._rauthorization.

These employees are given the proper password, which enables them to access

this capability and perform the desired modifications.

Primary displays will show the status of all parts of the process. Additional

displays will summarize the total amounts of moisture and tritium that have

passed key positions in the process. Display failure will non affect

equipment or system performance.

The Foxboro system response time to queries is less than 2 s, and feedback to

control action takes less than 0.2 s, in most cases.

The computer displays will be located both in the computer room and in the

processing areas. In this way, the operator will be able to check all parts

of the system whenever h_ is in either part of the TERF complex.

4.6. System Controls

The TERF will be controlled by the operators and/or the Foxboro control

computer. The control computer, one of the Intelligent-Automation (I/A)

series units, will be utilized to minimize the amount of checking that has to

be routinely done by the operators, lt will also operate the TERF during

those times (evenings, weekends, holidays) when the operators are not

present. The computer will be able to frequently monitor many points and to

rapidly ascertain the status of the system.

The computer screens have many menus available, ali of which can be accessed

easily using the track ball controller. The terminals for the computer will

be located both in the computer room and on the two floors where the TERF

operating equipment is installed. The computer will print out: data to

minimize the amount of operator time necessary for recording of information.

The Foxboro Company has constructed its system such that the controls for the

system are operated by successively activating screens. If an operator wants
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to change some setting in the process, it is necessary to take several

actions to get to the final control element. This makes it unlikely that one

• incorrect instruction will cause a significant problem for the system being

controlled.

q

The I/A System utilizes redundant computers to ensure system reliability. In

case one of the computers fails, the other computer immediately takes over.

This computer is backed up by an uninterruptible power source so that it will

continue operating even in event of a major power failure. In case of a

to_al system failure, the Foxboro I/A computer system will freeze the

controls in the last position before power failure allowing the system to

continue operating as it was at the time the power went out.

4.7. Component Controls

Each control device in the TERF is carefully designed to have the appropriate

control capability, range, and sensitivity. The variables to be controlled

were originally _pecified on the process flow sheet. In most cases, the

variables to be controlled for the TERF are continuous variables, and must be

controlled over a range of setpoints. Each control device was selected to

cover this complete range of temperature, pressure, flow rate, tritium

concentration, humidity, and so forth. The control devices are equipped with

limits, in some cases, to prevent the system from wandering outside of its

design limits. The temperature of the reactor heaters, for instance, will

not be allowed to exceed 1300=F, since this temperature would endanger the

integrity of the reactors if they were under the maximum design limit

pressure of I00 psig.

The function of each control will be shown on the computer screens. Each

type of control device will be clearly identified by a symbol, which

indicates the type of control element (on-off valve, control valve, heater

switch), and an alphanumeric identifier to specify both the type of device

, and the specific device.
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The controls for the computer system are either a keyboard or a trackball and

will be easy to operate. These controls do not require a significant manual

effort to operate, hence they will not fatigue an operator. The screens

react to the controls to show the changes that have been made (valve closed,

flow in line, and so forth). Therefore, there should be no question in the

operator's mind as to whether he had pushed hard enough on the control to

actually activate the equipment. The effort to operate these controls,

however, is significant enough that accidental activation of them by careless

hand movements should not be a problem.

Ali lines and valves will be identified to assist the operator when making

any manual adjustments or control actions. Plastic tags, with the

identifying valve number, will be hung on each valve. The lines will be

color coded or else marked with tapes that llst their function.

4.8° Warning and Annunciator Systems

Warning signals will be given by both the tritium monitors and by the Foxboro

process control computer. Each tritium monitor will be equipped with two

alarm levels - one for high-levels of radiation, which are of concern, and a

second level for high concentrations. All of the tritium monitors are set to

display a yellow light and to emit an intermittent tone when the first

setpoint has been exceeded. Whenever the second level, has been exceeded, the

monitors will then display a red light and emit a continuous tone. These

signals will also be sent to the computer.

The computer will have two basic alarm levels. The first level alarm will be

a flashing light, which indicates that an alarm limit has been exceeded. The

second level will be a combination of a flashing light and an audible sfgnal,

which is issued by the computer when the second (higher) alarm limit has been

exceeded.

The computer screen will identify the cause of each alarm signal. Pressing a

button on the computer console will acknowledge the alarm, silence the
O
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audible signal, and change the flashing light to a constant light. The

alarms will also be audible inside of the process rooms; those alarms can be

' acknowledged and investigated from the terminals in those rooms, as well as

from the computer console. In order to clear an alarm, a response that

, alleviates the basic cause of that alarm will be required.

In order to prevent any interference from unauthorized sources, only

authorized personnel will have the proper passwords to operate the computer.

The alarms will be tested periodically.

4.9. Maintainability

In order to minimize the amount of maintenance that will be necessary,

components have been chosen for long llfe. Such corrosion resistant alloys

as Inconel 625 and 316L stainless steel, have been specified for areas where

corrosion can be expected. Oversize heaters have been specified for

installation on the preheaters and reactors to avoid having to operate them

at maximum capacity.

The preheaters and reactors will have longer life and will need to be

replaced less often if operated at low power densities. When the first set

does finally fail, no immediate maintenance will be required -- since spare

heaters have been installed on the regeneration heater.

The TERF has been designed for easy maintainability. The reactor systems,

which are inaccessible when mounted inside of their gloveboxes, have been

installed on platforms equipped with wheels that can be rolled out of the

gloveboxes on rails when maintenance is necessary. This setup will greatly

facilitate repairs on these vessels, their piping, or catalyst replacement

operations.

Periodic oil changes will be necessary for the compressors and the vacuum

pumps. Ali of the gloveboxes surrounding these pieces of equipment have been

, designed such that these oil changes can be made without having to open up

the gloveboxes.
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"Drumming out" capabilities have been provided for gloveboxes in which it is

expected that it will be necessary to pass materials into or out of these

enclosures on a moderately frequent basis. These drum Out capabilities are

provided in the filtration boxline, and in the water purification boxline.

Provision has also been made for oil removal from both the compressor and

vacuum pump gloveboxes.

Most of the valves in this process can be reached and replaced from the

gloves that have been installed. Pieces of pipe or equipment will be

insulated, if it is expected that they will be heated. In order to minimize

the possibility of burning the gloves, the surfaces of these equipment pieces

will be kept at temperatures of 120°F or less

Inside of the water box, the carbon columns, the ion exchange columns, and

the filters are positioned in such a way that they can be changed, when

necessary, by using the gloves. It is expected that the activated carbon,

the ion exchange resin, and the glass wool filters will have to be replaced

several times a year.

The reactors and dryers have enough capacity so that it will be possible to

switch from one unit to another and still maintain operations. This degree

of redundancy will allow maintenance work to be performed on this equipment

or allow replacement of the catalyst or molecular sieves on a scheduled (or

as needed) basis rather than an emergencybasis.

Mechanical damage to the catalyst is avoided in the TERF by equipping the

reactors with flexible metal hose connections at their inlets and outlets.

Vibration from such external sources as compressors should not be transferred

to the catalyst. Minimizing vibration should decrease the rate of abrasion

of the catalytic coating off of the exterior of the catalyst pellets.

Decreased mechanical damage to the catalyst should,in turn, decrease

maintenance by decreasing the number of catalyst changes that must be made•

lt is important that the catalyst pellets be recained inside of the reactors

and that the molecular sieve pellets be kept inside of the dryers. Both
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types of equipment in the TERF have been equipped with plates made of

corrosion resistant material into which small holes have been bored, These

a

plates will retain the pellets, and allow sufficient gas flow without

excessive drop in pressure. In the past, failure to retain particles in the

" reactors and dryers in the ERS has caused a large amount of extra maintenance

work to be performed because of plugged lines that seriously restricted the

gas flow.

Steps have been taken in the TERF to use corrosion r,sistant materials to

prevent corrosion damage to equipment. Corrosion has caused problems in the

ERS, particularly at the high temperature points and in those areas where

there was direct contact with radioactive water. The reactors and the dirty

water tank in the TERF have been constructed of Inconel 625 to provide better

corrosion resistance and minimal maintenance requirements.

4.10. La bels

Ali of the main process lines and utility lines in the TERF, which are

outside of the gloveboxes, will be color coded and will have written labels

to identify what is inside of them. The direction qf flow will be indicated,

and the words will be written out rather than abbreviated, in most cases.

The letters on the pipes will be 1/2, I or 2 in. high depending on the size

of the pipe. The lettering will be large black block letters on a white

background for ease of reading.

Inside of the gloveboxes, the equipment items will be labelled. The process

lines and valves will also be labelled. The standard labels will be of black

plastic with 1/4 in. high white letters. The valves will be for ease in

relating to the process flow sheets.
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5. Tests and Evaluation
i

5.1. Tests of Component Systems for Performance

d

After installation, the components and subsystems of the TERF will be

functionally tested, The correct functioning of all transducers and gauges

will be verified, as will the correct operation of all valves and equipment.

Proper operation of all safety devices will be ensured. The proper

functioning of the control system will also be verlfied prior to cold

testing, and, finally, actual system operation will be evaluated under

varying conditions with uncontaminatedgases. Any_rregularities in the

operation of the TERF system, or with any components of the system, will be

corrected prior to processing tritium-contaminated gases.

Test results will be documented. Such documentation will include the date of

the test, the test setup or conditions, the test result (quantitative if

applicable), reference to the acceptance criteria, a statement of acceptance

or rejection, and the signature of the person(s) performing the test.

Some of the tests that will be performed include the following:

BRINK mist eliminators - gas flow vs. pressure differences.

Compressors - gas flow vs. pressure.

- pressure increase vs. gas temperature.

Reactors - ability to reach temperature.

Dryers - ability to dry gas to desired levels.

Regeneration System - ability to reach desired temperature.

- ability to remove water from molecular sieve.

5.2. Walk-Through

_e accessibility of ali valves and controls through gloves will be tested,

as will be the ability to do ali maintenance operations through gloves. The

walk-through tests will confirm or deny the ability of ali of the required
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steps to be conducted without unreasonable efforts. The labeling of process

and utility streams, and of the process equipment items, will be checked,

The alarms will be checked to be ensure that they are neither too faint to be

easily heard nor too loud for comfort.

5.3. Human Factors Sign-Off and Review

As one of the final steps in acceptance of the TERF, a human factors review

will be conducted by engineers at Mound who are trained in human factors

analysis. They will tour the facility, inspect the installed equipment,

discuss the operating procedures (with the assigned operational personnel)

and recommend any changes that might further improve the operability or

maintainabilityof the TERF.

6. Probablistic Risk Assessment

6.1. Introduction

As the systems of today become more complex and the required reliability

becomes higher, techniques must be implemented to ensure that these systems

achieve their desired reliability. Many schemes have been introduced to

analyze system reliability. These include such techniques, Fault Hazard

Analysis (FHA) [8], Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [9], and Fault

Tree Analysis (FTA) [i0].

To overcome the difficulties associated with techniques such as FMEA, a

deductive technique known as Fault Tree Analysis was developed. The fault

tree starts at a "top event," such as "the system is not operating properly,"

and through a deductive set of logic, determines the combinations of basic

events that lead to the occurrence of the top event. Probabilities can also

be assigned to each basic event making it possible to analyze the probability

of the top event based on the contributions of the basic events. This

technique is most effective on complex systems where multiple failures and

common cause failures may prove important. This analysis tool does have its
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limitations. Its primary purpose is to examine a top event, which makes its

focus narrow, but it does examine this event in detail.
L

The TERF has an expected downtime of less than A hr/yr, and its reliability

operation is important for the proper operation of other in-house processes.

The system was of moderate complexity (50 major components) with fairly

extensive interfaces. It was decided not to place primary reliance on a FMEA

because it would probably miss many of the important modes of failure in the

system. This leads to the application of Fault Tree Analysis.

Although the analysis we performed is based on probabilistic risk assessment

(PRA) concepts and includes both hardware and human error events, our focus

was to analyze the human factors aspects. Rather than start our analysis

from the beginning, we chose to use the fault trees and data that was

developed earlier for the TERF by Mint [ii]. Both the system models and data

were modified for this study, but the basic system structure and hardware

data remain the same. Much of the process and methodology description were

based on those in Mr. Ming's report. The Fault Tree calculations were

performed using the Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS),

which was developed to implement such calculations [12].

In the following subsections, we will (I) describe the TERF process, (2)

describe the TERF systems, (3) present the analysis results, and (4) provide

some conclusions. In addition, Appendix A provides a description of the

system logic models, Appendix B presents the quantitative data that was used

in the _nalysis, and Appendix C presents :he dominant cut sets and basic

events.

6.2. Process Description

To effectively analyze TERF needs to be broken into manageable parts. The

flow sheet in Figure I shows the four natural subsystems Inlet/Compressor,

Reactor, Heat Exchanger and Dryer/Regeneration. These four subsystems act in

series to effectively remove tritium from the process gas streams to

acceptable levels.
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6.2.1. Inlet/Compressor Subsystem

i

The inlet/compressor subsystem includes three compressors (one

Squire-Cogswell and two Rix), a surge rank, mist eliminators, and all

associated piping (Figures. 2 and 3). By design, any single compressor can

handle a "normal" load for the TERF process° A normal load is defined as the

load any slngle compressor can handle for an indefinite period of time.

Since the Squlre-Cogswell compressor can handle the lowest load it shall

define normal load. For' TERF not to ftulctlon because of compressor capacity

under normal loading, all three compressors must fail together.

Any two compressors can handle a "sprint" load for the TERF process. A

sprint load is defined as the load any two compressors can handle for a short

time (30 min or less), l_e sprint load the system is designed to handle is

200 sid ft3/min (measured at I atm and 70°F). This would requir8 two

compressors to fail before the system would not have adequate compressor

capability to handle a sprint load.

• A recycle llne has been designed into the compressor system to handle

influent flow races lower than those normally required for stable operation

of a single compressor. This recycles effectively creates a stable

environment for the compressors, but does not represent a safety device.

Although the recycle llne does represent an improvement in the reliability of

" the compressors, the additional valves needed to incorporate the recycle

system increases the number of single leaks which could render the system

inoperable.

A surge tank has also been designed into the compressor system for situations

when the flow is in excess of 200 sid ft3/min. This tank has been designed

to accept the maximum possible flow to the system as defined by users' needs

(300 sid ft3/min for I0 min followed by 250 sid ft3/min for 20 more

min). After these times the flow is expected to be reduced to the sprint

load or lower. Although this surge tank does not "design out" the hazard of

system overload, it does reduce the probability of this happening because it

gives an operator time to react to the situation by informing the TERF

"customers" of the situation.
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Mist eliminators have also been incorporated to improve the reliability of

the process. These mist eliminators remove particulate material and mists

before they enter the process stream. Two mist eliminators have been set up

in parallel channels with bypass valves that can bypass both individual mist

eliminators. Here the design philosophy has been clearly established, the

valves are designed to overcome the possibility of blockage. This,

unfortunately, increases the possibility of leaks in the system. However,

the difficulty of clearing a blocked valve is usually far greater than

patching a leak, and this is reflected in the system design.

,

The valving used for the mist eliminator and the surge tank is consistent.

It is designed such that if any single automatic valve leaks or requires

repairwork, it can be isolated by two manual valves. These manual valves

can also be used to isolate the actual mist eliminator in case of leaks or

repairs.

6.2.2. Reactor Subsystem

Once the process stream leaves the compressor subsystem, it enters the

reactor subsystem. The reactor subsystem consists of a catalytic reactor, a

heat exchanger, and a preheater (Figure 4). In the heat exchanger, the feed

stream is heated by the hot effluent stream leaving the reactor. Once

through the heat exchanger the reactor feed stream is sent through a

preheater that controls the feed stream temperature with two different

temperature controllers. The reactant is then sent to the catalytic reactor

where the tritium is oxidized to tritium oxide. This oxidation reaction is

exothermic so the temperature in the catalyst bed is quite high (between 400

and 600°C). The catalyst bed also has its own resistive heating coil like

the preheater, and again, these resistive coils have two temperature

controllers to monitor and adjust temperature as required. The reactor

effluent then flows through the heat exchanger and cools down as previously

stated.

The three reactor channels can each be isolated by manual valves at the inlet

and exit of each channel. Following the manual inlet valve, there is an
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automatic on/off valve followed by a flow inlet control valve that regulates
J

the flow into the reactor channel. Each channel has the capability of

handling I00 sid ft3min of flow so any single channel can handle a normal

load and any two channels can handle a sprint load. The only single point

failures in this system are the manual inlet and exit valves. These valves

are of such high reliability, that if you must have a single point failure

they are the component of choice. Overall, the reactor subsystem has been

designed with high reliability and great simplicity.

6.2.3. Heat Exchanger Subsystem

After flowing through the reactor subsystem, the flow enters the heat

exchanger subsystem. The heat exchanger subsystem consists of three parallel

channels of heat exchangers (Figure 5). These channels are designed to cool

the process stream with cooling water before it enters the dryer subsystem.

Flow into each channel is controlled by manual valves at the inlet and exit

of each channel. There are also automatic on/off valves preceding the manual

exit valves. The heat exchanger subsystem has also been designed with

simplicity and high reliability in mind.

6.2.4. Dryer/Regeneration Subsystem

After the flow leaves the heat exchanger subsystem, it enters the

dryer/regeneratlon subsystem. The dryer subsystem consists of four parallel

channels of two dryers (Figure 6). Each individual dryer is cap,able of

handling i00 std ft3/min. 'l_e dryers are regenerated by a common

regeneration system (Figure 7); this operation is facilitated by an extensive

set of manual and automatic valves. Three channels are regenerated in pairs

of dryers while one channel has the capability of regenerating each of its

two dryers individually. Each dryer absorbs the tritium oxide, reducing the

concentration of tritium in the process stream allowing the stream to be

exhausted through the stack. Because of its complexity, the dryer subsystem

represents the greatest risk to system operation primarily because this
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subsystem contains a large number of single point failures. The regeneration

system is a common thread that could fail and render the dryer subsystem

inoperable.

6.3. System Description

As indicated earlier, the modeling portion of this analysis used fault

trees. A fault tree consists of several logical gates and events which

together describe the system being analyzed (Figure 8). An "OR" gate

requires that if any of the inputs into the bottom of the gate are true, then

the output is true. An "AND" gate requires that ali of the inputs into the

bottom of the gate are true for the output to be true. Intermediate events

are examined further by breaking them down into a number of basic events.

Basic events are failures which have a known probability and cannot be

logically reduced any further. The output of an "inhibit" gate is true only

a certain percentage of the time when the input is true.

The top event considered in this analysis was TERF unavailable for

>2 hr. The tree can be naturally broken into four parts representative of

the four subsystems discussed earlier. The four subsystems operate in

series, so our top event could be broken into four events under an OR gate.

However, since all four subsystems require electric power, failure to provide

electric power was added to the top event, As described earlier, if any of

the events below the OR gate occur, then the output of the OR gate is true.

6.3.1. Compressor Subsystem

The first subsystem to be examined is the compressor subsystem. In this

section, and throughout the analysis, the subsystems will be broken into two

branches whenever possible. One branch addresses the functional ability of

the subsystem to handle the required load, and the other branch addresses the

flow integrity of the subsystem. Flow integrity is the ability of the

subsystem to ensure that flow is neither blocked or leaked to the external

environment. Therefore if the intermediate event is "flow integrity is
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lost," the most likely events listed below this will be "flow is blocked" and

"flow is leaked. "

Several important assumptions were made when performing this analysis. These

' include (I) full vacuum in surge, (2) system can switch to surge, (3) no

recovery is included, and (4) ERS is not running.

In addition, the analysis was limited to primary flow and its proper

operation (does not include recycle), only major lines are considered (does

not include monitor lines and accessory lines llke cooling water). Whether a

leaking valve can be directly isolated by two other properly operating valves

was not considered; if a component "failure" is listed, then, no more

consideration was given to leaking or blocking, and valves were categorized

as automatic or manual and then there was no further breakdown when

accounting for the operating environment. Other less dominant assumptions

made in the analysis will be d_cussed as appropriate.

The compressor subsystem is a good example of the logic just developed

(Appendix A). The three intermediate events that input into the "compressor

subsystem unable to handle load" event are the ',no compressors available,"

"flow integrity is lost," and "cooling water system fails" events. The two

intermediate events that inpuE into the f].ow integrity is lost event are the

"flow is blocked" and the "flow is leaked" events. When broken into these

two branches the tree becomes quite simple. Note that since the cooling

water is not part of the TERF system, it was not analyzed in detail. Its

failure, however, is important to both the compressor subsystem and the heat

exchanger subsystem.

First the intermediate event no compressors available will be further

studied. For the system to be unable to handle a normal load, all three

compressor must be unavailable. This can logically be depicted by using an

AND gate. The three compressors input into the AND gate and the output is

"inadequate number of compressors to handle load." Recall that all three

compressors must be unavailable for the output of this AND gate to be true.
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Compressor unavailability is itself an intermediate event. Several things

can cause a compressor to be unavailable. The compressor itself can fail,

the compressor could be "commanded" off, or something external to the

compressor can cause it to become inoperable, Compressor failure can be

considered a basic event and the external failure can also be considered a

basic event, but the compressor commanded off is still an intermediate

event.

Several different events could independently cause the compressor to be

commanded off - a control error commands compressor to shut down, loss of

power to the compressor, operator inadvertently shuts down compressor, and

the compressor is shut down by maintenance personnel. Several of these

events are caused by human error. These human errors, which are described in

more detail in Appendix B, include operator inadvertently trips breaker,

compressor shut down by maintenance personnel, operator manually shuts down

compressor, operator shuts down compressor using the computer, or the

compressor is shut down by the operator because of miscommunication.

Returning to the flow integrity branch, leaking flow can be examined. The

only leaking events that will be examined will be those valves or filters
z

that cannot be isolated by' closing two other valves. If three valves are in

series, the leaking of the middle valve shall not be considered, because it

can e isolated by closing two other valves. In other words, only single

point leaking valves and filters will be examined. Large components will be

addressed as failures, and if this were further analyzed into modes of

failures, it would include leaking or blocked flow. In the final analysis,

this eliminates a large number of low probability "cut sets," which are the

combination of faults that can cause the top event to occur.

For the purpose of examining leaking flow, the compressor subsystem can be

broken into four sections - the inlet section, the mist eliminator section,

the recycle valve section, and the compressor section. These four sections

operate in series; so if any of the sections leak, then the inlet/compressor

section leaks. As previously demonstrated the appropriate method to model a

series operation in a fault tree is with an OR gate. Each section of the

z
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compressor subsystem has valves or components meeting the requirements for

being single point leaks.

To examine the flow is blocked event, _he compressor section is broken into

' three sections - the inlet section, the mist eliminator section and the

compressor section (the recycle valve section does not have a valve or

combination of valves which could block flow). Again, the flow is a series

operation if any of the three _ectlons is blocked, then, the entire

compressor section is blocked (represented by an OR gate). The inlet system

has a primary channel, which consists of three valves in serie_ an automatic

valve surrounded by two manual valves, and a bypass channel, which consists

of one manual valve. In order to block this chalmel, both the primary and

_he bypass channels must be blocked (represented by an AND gate).

In the mist eliminator section, there are two channels - a primary mist

eliminator channel and a secondary mist eliminator channel. For the mist

eliminator section to be blocked, both channels must be blocked (represented

by an AND gate). The primary channel has one manual exit valve, which can

block the primary thin,nel of the mist ellminacor. In addition, there is the

possibility that a rag or some other material could block the mist

eliminators in the primary channel. Any other method for blocking the

primary channel would require a combination of two valves being blocked - one

from the main flow of the primary mist eliminator channel is identical to the

primary mist eliminator channel with respect to the cut sets required to

block flow but, instead of one exit valve having the potential to block the

channel, the secondary mist eliminator channel has three valves in series

(one automatic surrounded by two manual valves) that could fail (in the

closed position) and block this channel. In the case of the normal load, all

three channels in the compressor section must be blocked for the flow to be

blocked in the compressor section.

• 6.3°2. Reactor Subsystem

" The reactor subsystem can be analyzed in a similar way. Begin by breaking

the system into two distinct logical branches - the first being "reactor
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channels unable to handle load" and the second "system flow integrity lost. "

For the reactor subsystem flow integrity to be lost, any of the six inlet or

exit valves leading to or from each of the reactor channels can leak and

result in failure of the subsystem.

For the reactor channels unable to handle load, the system loading must be

defined. For the normal load all three channels must be unavailable for the

subsystem to fail. Modeling this on the fault tree is performed as

previously described in the compressor section with an AND gate.

To analyze each channel is unable to handle load, the method for further

analysis is to divide the intermediate event with an OR 8ate into "channel is

unavailable for load" and "flow integrity is lost to channel. " Each channel

is unavailable for load can be further expanded by examining its functional

operation. The reactor subsystem consists of three components operating -

a heat exchanger, a preheater and a reactor. To model this in the fault

tree, an OR gate is used with the failures of the heat exchanger and

reactor/preheater does not operate that feed into the channel is unavailable

for load.

In the case of the heat exchanger, its failure requires no further analysis,

but in the case of the preheater and the reactor, which operate in parallel,

some further analysis is required. These two components have controllers,

and since these controllers can fail, they too must be evaluated. The

intermediate event "preheater does not operate" is expaDded by an UR gate

into "preheater is commanded off," and "secondary failure." Note that

reactor failure could cause trouble, but there is a lot of reaction time.

Once it gets greater than 357°C, the computer will then switch.

Secondary failures are failures that are peripheral to the component such as

"building I-beam falls and causes the preheater to fail. " This particular

secondary failure event can also be used to mark places where "common cause"

failures can be analyzed. If the I-beam falls and causes the preheater to

fail, in all likelihood, because of the proximity of the reactor to the

preheater, it will cause the reactor to fail. Since one fault causes both

the reactor and the preheater to fail, it is considered a common cause.
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Preheater failure and secondary failure are considered to be basic events,

but the preheater commanded off can have more than one cause. Several

• different events could independently cause the preheater to be commanded

off - a control error commands preheater to shut down, loss of power to the

. preheater, operator inadvertently shuts down prehea_er, and preheater is shut

down by maintenance personnel. Several of these events are caused by human

error. These human errors, which are described in more detail in Appendix B,

include operator inadvertently trips breaker, preheater shut down by

maintenance personnel, operator manually shuts down preheater, operator shuts

down preheater using computer, and operator shuts down preheater because of

miscommunica_ion. This same logic is also applied to the "reactor commanded

off" event.

To examine the "flow integrity of each channel, " both blocking and leaking

must be examined. The flow integrity is again broken into two intermediate

events by an OR gate. The only valve that can block flow is the second inlet

valve and there are three valves that can leak and cause loss of flow

integrity to the channel. This flow integrity branch is repeated for the

other two channels.

6.3.3. Heat Exchanger Subsystem

After flowing through the reactor subsystem, the flow enters the heat

exchanger subsystem. Like the reactor subsystem, this subsystem has three

parallel channels, but this time only one major component, the heat

exchanger. As demonstrated earlier, first break down the event "heat

exchanger subsystem unable to handle load" with an OR gate into heat:

exchangers cannot handle load, "flow leak," and "cooling water system fails"

events. Since cooling water is not part of the TERF system, it was not

analyzed in detail. It's failure, however, is important to the heat

exchang_r subsystem. The inlet and exit valves on all three channels could

leak and 4isable the entire subsystem. Since each channel can handle a

normal load we used the same logic previously used to break out heat

. exchangers cannot handle load.



The logic used for examining each channel is very simple. The only major

component in each channel is the heat exchanger so it is the only major

component which can fail. There is only one valve that can leak, which has

not been previously examined, and all three valves in each channel can be

blocked rendering that channel unavailable. As with the compressors,

preheaters, and reactors, the flow valve can be commanded closed.

Several different events could independently cause the flow valve to be

commanded off - a control error commands flow valve to close, loss of power

to the flow valve, operator inadvertently closes flow valve, and flow valve

is closed by maintenance personnel. Several of these events are caused by

human error. These human errors, which are described in more detail in

Appendix B, include operator inadvertently trips breaker, flow valve closed

by maintenance personnel, operator manually closes flow valve, operator

closes flow valve using computer, and operator closes flow valve because of

miscommunication.

6.3.4. Dryer Subsystem

The last remaining major subsystem is the dryer subsystem. To analyze this

section, the logic must deviate slightly from what has been previously done.

The "dryer subsystem unable to handle load" can be broken with an OR gate

into "inlet or exit valve leaks," "dryer channels cannot functionally handle

load," "flow integrity lost to exhaust system," and maintenance removes dryer

filter and fails to install a new one during filter changeout. Inlet or

exit valve leaks is the simplest of the branches and can be analyzed by an OR

gate and a list of the nine inlet and exit valves to each channel.

Dryer channels cannot functionally handle load can be expanded by an AND gate

or a 3/4 OR gate into four events, "channel i, 2, 3, 4 cannot functionally

handle the load." An AND gate is appropriate for a normal load because each

channel can handle a i00 sid ft3/min load.

Each cannot functionally handle load channel can be expanded into "dryer

channel cannot function," "flow integrity is lost," and "dryer channel is
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unavailable due to regeneration failure." As before, "flow integrity is

lost" is broken down with an OR gate into "flow integrity is leaked" and

• "dryer flow is blocked." Dryer flow is leaked can be further analyzed by

examining the flow sheet and listing all valves and filters that can, by

• themselves, cause loss of flow integrity. For dryer flow is blocked, a

similar listing is made for valves and filters causing blockage of a

particular channel.

For dryer channel i, when analyzing dryer channel cannot function, an OR gate

is used that can break out two basic events, "dryer i fails" and "dryer 2

fails." Each dryer can handle a i00 sid ft3/min load, but, unfortunately,

thedryers are in series; therefore, if one dryer fails, it will, in all

likelihood, render the other dryer unavailable. Since dryer channels 2 and 3

are identical to dryer channel l, this analysis also applies to these

channels.

Dryer channel A is slightly different. The flow is structured to allow

regeneration of each dryer independently. When examining "dryer channel 4

unable to handle load" the only common branch with channels I, 2, and 3

beneath that event is dryer channel unavailable due to regeneration system

failure. The other two branches, dryer channel cannot function and flow

integrity is lost are unique to this fourth channel. At this point,

° determining which leaking and blocked valves can cause loss of flow integrity

is routine.

For the "dryer channel cannot function," the logic takes a unique twist.

Since each dryer can handle I00 sid ft3/min two parts of this channel can

handle a normal load. Using an AND gate, this is modeled by placing the

events "part i cannot function" and "part 2 cannot function" beneath "dryer

channel cannot function." Each part to this channel can have either a single

dryer failing or some combination of leaking or blocked valves causing loss

of flow integrity.

The last branch of the dryer system to analyze is dryer channel unavailable

. due to regeneration failure. This branch is the most difficult to analyze
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because an inhibit gate must be used to determine the probability that all

the dryer channels have been filled to capacity and require regeneration.
,

For the purposes of this analysis, assume all the failures in the

regene_ation system cause the system to be down long enough to fill all the

dryers to capacity. This is a conservative method for doing this analysis as

all safety analyses should be. Therefore for "all dryer channels to not be

regenerated," all that need happen is for the regeneration system to be

unavailable for some period of time long enough to saturate all the dryers.

As before, for the "regeneration system to be unavailable," we use an OR gate

and break out four events, two basic and two intermediate.

The two basic events are the "inlet valve is blocked" and the "exit valve is

blocked. " The two intermediate events are "regeneration system not

functional" and "flow integrity lost to regeneration system." The flow

integrity system is, as before, separately analyzing blocked flow and leaking

flow.

. For the regeneration system no_ functional failure, an OR gate is used to

separately analyze the five major components - cooler, blower, condenser,

preheater/heater, and heat exchanger. The preheater/heater is the only

component that has a controller, and the blower requires power to operate.

The last branch of the tree is the exhaust branch consisting only of valves.

Since valves are the only components, the only events of concern are flow

integrity events.

6.4. Results

The entire TERF system has been designed for very high reliability, but there

are certain areas which are more prone to failure than others. This section

uses probability and failure data to analyze the fault tree, and, although

the absolute values of those probabilities may not be entirely correct, the

results using those values are still important.
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6.4.1. Compressor/Inlet Subsystem

i

As a whole, the compressor/inlet subsystem has been designed for high

reliability operation. The main drivers for reliability are the inlet and

' exit valves associated with the three compressors. These six valves

represent most of all failures that will disable the compressor/inlet

subsystem.

Once the inlet and exit valves are taken into account, the next most

important basic events are human related, such as an operator shutting down

compressor X because of miscommunication. These include basic events CE258X,

CE268X, and CE278X. These basic events are described in more detail in

Section B.2. Note that the importance measures for the inlet and exit valves

is 1.774 E-O02 (see Table C.2), whereas the importance measures for the

operator shutting down compressor X because of miscommunication is

6.71 E-O04. The next two groups of basic event failures are also human

related. These include operator manually shuts down compressor X (CE253X,

CE263X, CE273X; importance measure - 6.1 E-004) and operator inadvertently

trips compressor X breaker (CE25_X, CE264X, CE274X); importance measure -

2.033 E-004).

6.4.2. Reactor Subsystem

The reactor subsystem has been designed with a great deal of redundancy and

very high reliability. The six manual inlet and exit valves are the drivers

of the reliability (see Appendix C). The inlet valve basic events are RE11,

RE12, and RE13 (Channel X first inlet valve leak). The exit valve basic

events are REIA, RE15, and RE16 (Channel X exit valve leak). The importance

measure for these basic events is 1.77A E-004. A comparison of this

subsystem with the other subsystems show that the reactor subsystem is the

most reliable of the four. There were no human events in the reactor

subsystem of interest.
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6.4.3. Heat Exchanger Subsystem

Because of its simplicity and redundant design, this subsystem has high

reliability. Like the reactor subsystem, if any of these six inlet and exit

valves leak the subsystem will be unavailable. The inlet valve basic events !

are HEll, HEf2, and HE13 (Channel X inlet valve leak). The exit valve basic

events are HE14, HE15, and HE16 (Channel X exit valve leak). The importance

measure for these basic events is 1.774 E-O04. Unlike the rQactor subsystem,

the dominant basle events are not the inlet and exit valves, they are human

related errors. In the importance rankings they proved to be in the same

range as the dominant human related basic events in the compressor system.

These 'basic events include HE265X, HE365X, HE465X (operator closes flow valve

due to inadequate communication; importance measure - 7.251 E-004) and

HE264X, HE364X, HEA64X (operator manually closes channel X flow valve;

importance measure- 6.591 E-004).

6.4.4. Dryer/Regeneration Subsystem

The dryer/regeneration subsystem is the subsystem that contributes the most

to the overall unavailabili_:y of the TERF process. The valves that could by

themselves cause this subsystem to be unavailable were examined. The

dominant hardware failures were the basic events DEIS, DEl6, DEl7, DEl8

(Channel X exit valve leaks) and DEl9 (Channel 4 bypass valve leak). Their

importance measure was 1.774 E-002. Although these valves proved dominant,

the inhibit condition, basic event DECA0, proved to be very important. DEC40

is the regeneration demand rate. lt was assigned a probability of 2.86 E-OI

(see Table B-I). The valve used for DEC40 has a significant effect on the

overall unavailability frequency. Although many other dryer hardware

failures proved to be significant, no dryer related human errors proved to be

significant.

6.5. Conclusions

w

The reactor and heat exchanger subsystems appear to have the highest
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reliability Both of these subsystems accomplish simple tasks and are

designed with a great deal of simplicity. This design is quite effective in
I

light of several factors. First, routine maintenance will be conducted on

virtually ali the components in the entire system during the life of the

' system and it is important to be able to isolate components for maintenance

while keeping the system operational. The isolation valves used to

accomplish this are manual valves and will be highly reliable. Automatic

valves are also available to perform this task and will be downstream of the

inlet valve and upstream of the exit valve making it possible for the manual

valves to isolate the less reliable automatic valves. The automatic valves

will make the task of isolation easier and less time consuming.

The heat exchanger subsystem has only one major component and that is the

actual heat exchanger. In this subsystem , the most likely cause of subsystem

failure is leaking or blocked flow. After careful review of this area there

is little that can be done to improve this subsystem which will improve the

reliability of the entire TERF system. The heat exchanger subsystem's only

potential weakness relates to the potential common cause failures (one

failure which can disable more'than one component). This analysis cannot

address this subject in great detail because of lack of specific information

on the design, namely, precise locations and details of various human

interfaces. The key factors that must be examined in a common cause failure

analysis are location, power sources, proximity to potentially hazardous

systems, and human error. Considering the probabilities that were achieved

for reliability, it may be possible to remove one channel of the heat

exchanger system without affecting the overall reliability of TERF. As

indicated earlier, the dominant basic events in the heat exchanger subsystem

include human related basic events. These basic events (discussed in Section

6.4), however, did not prove to be dominate with respect to the overall. TERF

system.

The reactor subsystem is only slightly more complex than the heat exchanger

• subsystem, and it is failure rate is similar to that of the heat exchanger.

The manual inlet and exit valves will represent the majority of the failures

" that will disable this subsystem. There are no significant human error
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events in the reactor subsystem. Redundancy has been designed into this

system, and there is little that can be done to improve the reliability of
a

this subsystem that will contribute to the overall TERF reliability. As

before, the common cause failures are the only real concerns.
P

In the inlet/compressor subsystem there is a great deal of emphasis placed on

avoiding blocked flow. Blocked flow is more difficult to cope with than a

small leak. By design, there is no single valve or component that can block

the system, so blockage failures appear to be virtually eliminated in this

subsystem. As a consequence of this, there are many valves that can leak and

also disable the subsystem. Since the repair of leaks is usually easier than

the clearing of blockage, this seems to be an acceptable side effect.

Using automatic valves as isolator valves is not consistent with the design

of the remainder of the system. Here manual valves should be introduced

before the inlet automatic valves and after the exit automatic valves as they

were throughout the rest of the system. This will make the limiting failure

the manual valve and improve the overall reliability. Besides the valving,

the only other possible concern is common cause failures such as loss of

power to compressors. Several human related basic events were found to be

important, but not dominant. These are discussed in Section 6.4.

The dryer subsystem is a complex system of valves designed to facilitate easy

regeneration for the operator. The use of a single regeneration system with

four parallel dryer channels of two dryers each reflects a design philosophy

that if the regeneration system goes down, there is plenty of dryer capacity

to handle the loads until the regeneration system is returned to operation.

This is an indirect way of reducing the risk associated with a single

regeneration system. To incorporate a redundant regeneration system would be

costly_ and it is not clear that the added complexity associated with valving

a redundant regeneration system would be warranted by the desire for a

redundant regeneration system. The regeneration system is needed, and there

does not seem to be a way to remove the tritium without an entire redesign of

the process. No dryer related human error events proved to be significant.
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As shown in Table A-l, the TERF top event, TOPI, has five inputs (DII, HII,

CII, RII, ELECPOWER). The first four are top events for each of the four
I

subsystems (dryer, heat exchanger, compressor, and reactor). The fifth

represents the probability of losing electric power for more than two hours.

' The data used to develop this raport was obtained from a Mound report [13].

This event was the dominant event in the analysis. It's importance measure

is 5.783 E-001. This indicates that electric power failure contributors to

almost 58% of the total TERF frequency. Another event that has yet to be

mentioned is the cooling system failure. This event effects two of the four

subsystems. These are the compressor subsystem and heat exchanger

subsystem. It's importance measure is 1.084 E-002. Viewing the data in

Table C.2, it can be seen that human related events did not prove significant

in this analysis. The analysis indicated that the frequency of having the

TERF system down for more than two hours was 1.2 times per year. As

indicated earlier, the valve is heavily dominated by the probability of

losing electric power for more than two hours. Also note that additional

recovery measures not included in the analysis my have a significant effect

on the final results.

lt should be noted that this analysis did not analyze the consequences of

losing the TERF system for more than two hours. To analyze the true risk to

the facility, and to be able to make comparisons with other onslte

facilities, those consequences should be taken into account.

7. Recommendations

In the safety design order of precedence, the first thing that should be

tried is to design out the hazard. In this case, that would mean eliminating

the need for a regeneration system or making the regeneration system

redundant. To incorporate a redundant regeneration system would be costly,

and it is not clear that the added complexity associated with valving a

" redundant regeneration system would be warranted by the desire for a

redundant regeneration system. The regeneration system is needed, and there

" does not seem to be a way to remove the tritium without an entire redesign of

the process.
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The second control that should be tried is to reduce the severity of the

hazard associated with the failures of the regeneration subsystem. The type

of control that is being applied is to use four dryer channels instead of

two, but theTe are still other controls that can improve reliability.

O

The third control that should be tried is reducing the probability of this

incident. This is the area in which the design appears to be weak.

Throughout the regeneration system there are two general observations. First,

the syste m is designed from a success-oriented view such that the designer

has not considered that valves Will fail. Second, the design is so complex

that there are many single point failures that can disable the system.

Earlier subsystems have considered failed valves for blockage and leakage,

but this subsystem is so complex that it appears very little consideration

has been given to possible failures. In order to improve the reliability of

the valving, mar_al isolator valves should be installed. These valves,

normally in the open position, would facilitate repair of leaking automatic

valves. There are several obvious places where these valves could be

installed including ,after each of the four dryer channels befora they

converge and as potential isolation valves between the dryers and the

regeneration system. This would yield significant improvement in system

reliability.

The regeneration system must also be simplified. For example, instead of the

regeneration system being able to regenerate individual dryers, the system

could be designed to regenerate pairs of dryers (one channel). This will

reduce the number of critical valves and enhance system reliability. Next,

further simplification of the valvlng in the regeneration system can be

accomplished through a thorough analysis.

As a whole, the TERF process has been designed with a great deal of

reliability. However, there are a few improvements that can be made that

would greatly enhance the reliability and maintainability of the process.

the decision whether or not to incorporate these improvements into the final

TERF design should be based on a balance of economic, reliability, safaty,

and operating considerations.
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8. Summary

From work performed on this project, the major conclusions are the following:

(I) The preliminary design phase of the TERF project considered alternate
6

processes, and the one most likely to be easily operable, from a human

factors standpoint, has been selected. (2) The TERF process will feature a

high degree of automatic control to ensure a very high degree of operator

safety and comfort. (3) The specific design of the TERF considered and

incorporated ways to make the process easy to operate and maintain, and to

give ample warning of impending problems. (4) The test and evaluation

program, including the human factors inspection of the as-built systems,

should identify potential problems before the system starts to process

trltium-containing gas streams, and this should simplify making any needed

changes.
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Appendix A - System Models
I

This appendix contains the system models that were used in the TERF

analysis. Section A,I contains the fault tree logic that was used as input

in the Integrated Reliability and Risk Assessment System (IRRAS) computer

code [11]. The five tables in that section (top event, compressor subsystem,

dryer subsystem, heat exchanger subsystem, and reactor subsystem) are al! in

IRRAS version 1.0 format (note that IRRAS version 2.5 was use_ in the

analysis). Section A.2 contains the gate descriptions which correspond to

gates described in the logic files. They are ordered in an ascending alpha

sort.

A-1 Fault Tree Logic

As indicated, this section contains the fault tree logic for the TERF top

event and ali the TERF subsystems. The left hand column contains the gate

names (an '*' is a comment llne only). The next column is the gate type for

that gate. Three gate types appear in this section. These include OR, AND,.

and CONT. The OR and AND gates represent logical AND and OR gates. The CONT

gate is a Lontinuation gate. Since I have only placed three inputs into any

one gate on the same llne, CONT gates are needed to continue inputs into that

gate.

Table A-I TERF Top Event

* TOP OF THE TERF FAULT TREE

TOPI OR DII HII Cll

. Table A-2 Compressor Subsystem Fault Tree Logic

* Compressor Subsystem

Cil 0[' C13 C12 COOLSYS
C13 OR C14 C15

C14 OR C16 C17 C18
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C14 CONT C19 C20

C18 OR CEf8 CEI9

C17 OR CEI7 CEI4 CEf5 '

C17 CONT CE16 CEIl6

C19 OR CEIl3 CEIl2 CEIII

C19 CONT CEllO CEIl5 CEIl4

C20 OR CEIl7 CEIl8 CEIl9

C16 OR CEf2 eel3 CEll

C12 AND C23 C24 C22

* Compressor Channel 1
C22 OR C25 CE22 CE21

C25 OR CE250X CE251X C251X
C25 CONT C252X

C251X OR CE252X C253X

C252X OR CE253X C254X CE258X

C253X OR CE254X CE255X

C254X AND CE256X CE257X

Compressor Channel 2
C23 OR C26 CE24 CE23

C26 OR CE260X CE261X C261X
C26 CONT C262X

C261X OR CE262X C263X

C262X OR CE263X C264X CE268X

C263X OR CE264X CE265X

C264X AND CE266X CE257X

* Compressor Channel 3

C24 OR CE26 C27 CE25

C2T OR CE270X CE271X C271X .
C27 CONT C272X "_
C271X OR CE272X C273X

C272X OR CE273X C274X CE278X
C273X OR CE274X CE275X

C274X AND CE276X CE257X

C15 OR C32 C33 C34

C33 AND C38 C39

C34 AND C310 CE31

C32 AND C35 C36 C37
C310 OR CE38 CE39 CE310
C38 OR CE311 C311

C39 .'R CE313 CE312 C312
C39 CONT CE514

C35 OR CE32 CE33

C36 OR CE34 CE35

C37 OR CE36 CE37

C311 AND C314 C313

C312 AND C315 C316

C314 OR CE520 CE321 CE319

C313 OR CE315 CE316 C317X
C313 CONT CE318

C316 OR CE326 CE327 CE328 "

C315 OR CE322 CE323 CE324
C315 CONT CE325

C317X OR CE3171X CE3172X
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Table A-3 Dryer Subsystem Fault Tree Logic

. * Dryer Subsystem
DII OR DI2 DI3 DI8

DI3 AND DI4 DI7 DI6

, DI3 CONT DI5
DI2 OR DEl2 DEll DEl4
DI2 CONT DEl3 DEl7 DEl8

DI2 CONT DEl5 DEl6 DEl9

D44 OR D142 D146

D146 OR DEl420 DEI421_ DE1422
D142 OR D145 D144

D145 OR DEl410 DEl411 DEl412

D145 CONT DEl46 DEl47 DEl48

D145 CONT DEl49 DEl413 DEl418

D145 CONT DEl419 DEl417 DEl416
D145 CONT DEl415 DEl414

DI4A OR DEl42 DEl43 DEl44

D144 CONT DEl45 DEl41

D43 OR D153 D155 D154

D43 CONT D156 D152

D153 OR DEl53 DEl54 DEl55

D155 OR DEl58 DEl59 D157

D152 OR DEl51 DEl52

DI5A OR DEl57 DEl56

D156 OR DEISI0 DEl511

D157 OR DEl512 DEl513 DEl514

• Channel i

DI4' OR D210 D22 D23
DIA CONT DE20X

D23 OR D25 D24

D22 OR DE23 DE22 DE21

D24 OR D26 D27

D27 OR DE25 DE26 DE27 •
D27 CONT DE24

D26 OR DE210 DE29 DE28

D26 CONT DE211 DE212

D25 OR D33 D34

D34 OR DE31 DE32 DE33
D34 CONT DE3A

D33 OR DE35 DE36 DE37

D33 CONT DE38 DE39

D210 AND DEC40 D45

D45 OR DE45 D43 D44
D45 CONT DE44

• Channel 2

DI5 CONT DE202X

D232X OR D252X D242X

D222X OR DE232X DE222X DE212X
D242X OR D262X D272X

D272X OR DE252X DE262X DE272X
D272X CONT DE242X
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D262X OR DE2102X DE292X DE282X
_D262X CONT DE2112X DE2122X

D252X OR D332X D342X

D342X OR DE312X DE322X DE332X

D342X CONT DE342X

D332X OR DE352X DE362X DE372X
D332X CONT DE382X DE392X

* Channel 3

DI6 OR D210 D223X D233X
D16 CONT DE203X

D233X OR D253X D243X

D223X OR DE233X DE223X DE213X
D243X OR D263X D273X

D273X OR DE253X DE263X DE273X
D273X CONT DE243X

D263X OR DE2103X DE293X DE283X

D263X CONT DE2113X DE2123X
D253X OR D333X D343X

D343X OR DE313X DE323X DE333X

D343X CONT DE343X

D333X OR DE353X DE363X DE373X
D333X CONT DE383X DE393X

* Channel 4

DI7 OR D210 D224X D234X
DI7 CONT DE204X

D234X OR D254X D244X

D224X OR DE234X DE224X DE214X
D244X OR D264X D274X

D274X OR DE254X DE264X DE274X
D274X CONT DE244X

D264X OR DE2104X DE294X DE284X
D264X CONT DE2114X DE2124X

D254X OR D334X D344X

D344X OR DE314X DE324X DE334X
D344X CONT DE344X

D334X OR DE354X DE364X DE374X

D334X CONT DE384X DE394X

DI8 OR D82 D83

D82 OR D85 D84

D83 OR D87 D86

D84 AND D88 DESI

D85 AND D89 DE85

D86 OR DE89 DE810 DE811

D87 OR DES14 DE813 _DESI2

* Bypass
D89 OR DE88 DE87 DE86

D88 OR DE82 DE83 DE84
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Table A-4 Heat Exchanger Subsystem Fault Tree Logic

. * Heat Exchanger Subsystem
Hl1 OR Hl3 Hl2 COOLSYS

Hl3 OR HEf2 HEf3 }{Ell

Hl3 CONT HEf5 HE16 HEf4
' Hl2 AND Hl6 Hl4 Hl5

• Channel 1 of Hea_ Exchanger
Hl4 OR HE21 H22

H22 OR HE24 H23

H23 OR H25 HE23 HE22

H25 OR HE25 H26X HE27

H26X OR HE261X H261X HE260X

H26X CONT HE262X

H261X OR HE263X HE264X HE265X

• Channel 2 of Heat Exchanger
Hl5 OR HE31 H3i

H32 OR H33 HE34

H33 OR H35 HE33 HE32

H35 OR HE35 H36X HE37
H36X OR HE361X H361X HE360X

H36X CONT HE362X

H361X OR HE363X HE364X HE365X

• Channel 3 of Heat Exchanger
Hl6 OR HE41 H42

H42 OR h43 HE44

H43. OR H45 ' HE43 HE42
H45 OR HE45 H46X HE47

H46X OR HE461X H461X HE460X
H46X CONT HE462X

H461X OR HE463X HE464X HE_65X

Table A-5 Reactor Subsystem Fault Tree Logic

* Reactor Subsystem
Rf1 OR Rf2 Rf3

RI3 OR REII REI2 REI3

Rf3 CONT REI4 REI5 REI6

RI2 AND R23 R24 R22

R23 OR R28 R27

R22 OR R26 R25
R24 OR R210 R29

* Channel i Unavailable

R25 OR R251X RE41

R251X AND R42 R43

R42 OR RE42 RE43 R44

R43 OR RE44 RE45 R45
R4A OR R441X RE440X R442X

RAA CONT RE441X

R441X OR RE442X R443X
• R442X OR RE4A3X RE444X RE447X

R4A3X OR RE445X RE446X
R45 OR R451X RE450X R452X
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R45 CONT RE451X

R451X OR RE452X R453X

R452X OR RE453X RE454X REA57X •

R453X OR RE455X REA56X

• Channel 2 Unavailable

R27 OR R271X RE51

R271X AND R52 R53

R52 OR R54 RE52 RE53

R53 OR RE54 RE55 R55

R54 OR R541X RE540X R542X

R54 CONT RE541X

R541X OR RE542X R543X

R542X OR RE543X RE544X RE547X

R543X OR RE545X _ RE546X

R55 OR R551X RE550X R552X

R55 CONT RE551X

R551X OR RE552X R553X

R552X OR RE553X RE554X RE557X

R553X OR RE555X RE556X

• Channel 3 Unavailable

R29 OR R291X RE61

R291X AND R62 R63

R62 OR R64 RE62 RE63

R63 OR RE64 RE65 R65

R64 OR R641X RE640X R642X

R64 CONT RE641X

• R641X OR RE642X R643X

R642X OR RE643X RE644X RE647X

R65 OR R651X RE650X R652X
R65 CONT RE651X

R651X OR RE652X R653X

R652X OR RE653X RE654X RE657X

R653X OR RE655X RE656X

R26 OR R73 RE71 RE72

R73 OR RE73 RE74

R28 OR R83 RE82 RESI

R83 OR RE88 RE87

R210 OR R93 RE92 RE91

R93 OR RE98 RE97

A-2 Fault Tree Gate Descriptions

Table A-6 contains the gates used in the analysis (sorted in ascending alpha

order) and their associated descriptions. This information is useful when

analyzing the subsystem fault trees•
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Table A-6 Fault Tree Gate Descriptions

Gate Name Description

• Cll Inlet/comp. subsys unable to handle load

C12 No compressors available

C13 Flow integrity is lost
CiA Flow is leaked
C15 Flow is blocked

C16 Inlet section leak

C17 Mist ellminator valve section leak

C18 Recycle valve section leak

C19 Compressor section leak

C20 Surge section leak

C22 Rix compressor one is unavailable

C23 Rix compressor two is unavailable

C24 Squire Coggs compressor is unavailable
C25 Rix compressor one commanded off

C251X No power to Rix compressor 1

C252X Operator inadvertently shuts down comp 1

C253X Comp i circuit breaker trips

C254X Operator shut down comp I using computer
C26 Rix compressor two commanded off

C261X No power to Rix compressor 2

C262X Operator inadvertently shuts down comp 2

C263X Comp 2 circuit" breaker trips

C264X Operator shut down comp 2 using computer
C27 Squire Coggs compressor commanded off

C271X No power to Squire Cogswell compressor

C272X Operator inadvertently shuts down comp 3

C273X Comp 3 circuit breaker trips

C274X Operator shut down comp 3 using computer
C310 Primary valves blocked
C311 2 channels blocked

C312 2 channels blocked

C313 Primary channel blocked

C314 Bypass channel blocked

C315 Primary channel blocked

C316 Bypass channel blocked

C32 Flow is blocked in compressor section
C33 Blocked in mist eliminator section
C34 Blocked inlet valves

C35 Compressor 1 channel blocked

C36 Compressor 2 channel blocked

C37 Compressor 3 channel blocked

C38 Primary mist eliminator blocked

C39 Secondary mist eliminator blocked

DI1 Dryer subsystem unable to handle load
DI2 Inlet or exit valve leaks

- DI3 Dryer channels cannot functhandle loads

DI4 Channel i can't functionally handle load
D142 Flow is leaked

D143 Flow is blocked
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D144 Major component leaks
D145 Valve leaks

D146, Flow is blocked

DI5 Channel 2 can't functionally handle load
D152 Cooler not functional

D153 Blower not functional

D154 Condensernot functional

D155 Preheater not functional

D156 Heat exchanger not functional
D157 Preheater commanded off

D16 Channel 3 can't functionally handle load

DI7 Channel 4 can't functionally handle load

DI8 Flow integrity lost to exhaust system

D210 Dryer channel unavail due to regen fail
D22 Dryer channel l'cannot function

D222X Dryer channel 2 cannot function

D223X Dryer channel 3 cannot function
D224X Dryer channel 4 cannot function

D23 Channel 1 Flow integrity is lost
D232X Channel 2 Flow integrity is lost

D233X Channel 3 Flow integrity is lost

D234X Channel 4 Flow integrity is lost
D24 Channel I Dryer flow is leaked

D242X Channel 2 Dryer flow is leaked

D243X Channel 3 Dryer flow is leaked
D244X Channel 4 Dryer flow is leaked

D25 Channel i Dryer flow is blocked

D252X Channel 2 Dryer flow is blocked

D253X Channel 3 Dryer flow is blocked

D254X Channel 4 Dryer flow is blocked
D26 Channel 1 Valve leaks

D262X Channel 2 Valve leaks

D263X Channel 3 Valve leaks

D264X Cbannel 4 Valve leaks

D27 Channel i Filter leaks

D272X Channel 2 Filter leaks

D273X Channel 3 Filter leaks

D274X Channel 4 Filter leaks

D33 Channel I Valve is blocked

D332X Channel 2 Valve is blocked

D333X Channel 3 Valve is blocked

D334X Channel 4 Valve is blocked

D34 Channel 1 Filter is blocked

D342X Channel 2 Filter is blocked

D343X Channel 3 Filter is blocked

D344X Channel 4 Filter is blocked

D43 Regeneration system not functional

D44 Flow integrity lost to regeneration sys
D45 Regeneration system unavailable

D52 Dryer channel cannot function

D53 Flow integrity lost
D55 Part I canno_ function

D56 Part 2 cannot function
D57 Flow is leaked
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D62 Flow integrity lost to part I
D63 Part i blocked

• D6A Part i blocked

D65 Primary channel blocked

D72 Flow integrity lost to part 2
. D73 Part 2 blocked

D74 Part 2 leak

D75 Primary channel blocked
D82 Flow is blocked

D83 Flow is leaked

D84 Part I is blocked

D85 Part 2 is blocked
D86 Part I leaks

D87 Part 2 leaks

D88 ,Primary flow blocked

D89 Primary flow blocked

Hl1 Heat exchanger sys unable to handle load

Hl2 Heat exchanger cannot handle load
,Hl3 Flow leak

Hl4 Channel 1 unavailable

Hl5 Channel 2 unavailable

Hl6 Channel 3 unavailable

H22 Channel flow integrity lost
H23 Flow is blocked

H25 Direct flow valve closed

H261X Oper inadvertently closes Chl flow valve
H26X Channel I flow valve commanded closed ,

H32 Channel flow integrity lost
H33 Flow is blocked

H35 Direct flow valve closed

H361X Oper inadvertently closes Cb2 flowvalve
H36X Channel 2 flow valve commanded closed

H42 Channel flow integrity lost
H43 Flow is blocked

• H45 Direct flow valve closed

H461X Oper inadvertently closes Ch3 flow valve
H46X Channel 3 flow valve commanded closed

Rf1 Reactor subsystem unable to handle load
Rf2 Reactor channels unable to handle load

Rf3 System flow integrity lost
R210 Flow integrity lost to channel 3
R22 Channel I unable to handle load

R23 Channel 2 unable to handle load

R24 Channel 3 unable to handle load

R25 Channel 1 not functional

R251X Chi Pre-heater/Reactor does not operate
R26 Flow integrity lost to channel i

• R27 Channel 2 not functional

R271X Ch 2 Pre-heater/Reactor does not operate
R28 Flow integrity lost to channel 2

. R29 Channel 3 not functional

R291X Ch 3 Pre-heater/Reactor does not operate

R42 Pre-heater does not operate
R43 Reactor does not operate
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R44 Pre-heater is commanded off

RA41X No power to channel i pre-heater

R442X Oper inadvertently shuts down Chi prehtr

R443X Chi pre-heater breaker trips

R45 Reactor does not operate
R451X No power to channel 1 reactor

R452X 0per inadvertently shuts down Chi reactor

R453X Ch 1 reactor breaker trips

R52 Pre-heater does not operate

R53 Reactor does not operate
R5A Pre-heater is commanded off

RSAIX No power to channel 2 pre-heater

R542X Oper inadvertently shuts down Ch2 prehtr

RSA3X Ch 2 pre-heater breaker trips
R55 Reactor does not operate

R551X No power to channel 2 reactor

R552X 0per inadvertently shuts down Ch2 reactor

R553X Ch 2 reactor breaker trips

R62 Pre-heater does not operate

R63 Reactor does not operate
R64 Pre-heater is commanded off

R64IX No power to channel 3 pre-heater

R642X Oper inadvertently shuts down Ch3 prehtr

R643X Ch 3 pre-heater breaker trips

R65 Reactor does not operate
R651X No power to channel 3 reactor

R652X Oper inadvertently shuts down Ch3 reactor

R653X Ch 3 reactor breaker trips
R73 Reactor channel 1 valve leaks

R83 Reactor channel 2 valve leaks

R93 Reactor channel 3 valve leaks

TOP10 TERF unable to handle load
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Appendix B - Data Analysis

This Appendix contains the data used in the analysis. Section B.I contains

the hardware related basic event data and Section B.2 contains the human

related basic event data.

B-1 Hardware-Related Basic Events

In this section we present the hardware related basic events used in the TERF

analysis. The hardware related basic event data are contained in Table B-I.

This table provides (I) the basic event name (in ascending alpha sort), (2)

basic event description, (3) failure rate per hour, (4) repair time per hour

(includes detection, notification, repairing, and testing), and (5) a

description of the generic error type.

Table B-I Hardware-Related Basic Events

Basic Failure Repair
Event Description ' Rate Time Error type
mu_emmmlmlm_ --_-=_mn_mHmmmammmmsmummmmHmumm_m_mu_mm_l_ mm_mmmmu m_--smms mnmm_Imlmmmm_uummmmmmmm-._

CEll Primary Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CEll0 Channel i Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CEIl1 Channel 2 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CEIl2 Channel 3 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CE113 Channel 1 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CEIl4 Channel 2 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CEII_ Channel 3 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
CEIl6 Pri Mis_ Eli Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
CEIl7 Pri Inlet 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CEIl8 Pri Inlet 3 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
CEIl9 Bypass Valve Leak I.OOE-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE12 Primary Valve 3 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE13 Bypass Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE14 Bypass Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CEll Bypass Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE! 6 Pri Mist Eli Inlet Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE17 Pri Mist Ell Bypass Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE18 Inlet Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE19 Bypass Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
CE21 Rix Compressor 1 Falls 3.36E-5 1120 Other hardware failure
CE22 Secondary Failure I.00E-7 I. 0 Secondary failure
CE23 Rix Compressor 2 Fails 3.36E-5 1120 Other hardware failure
CE24 Secondary Failure I.00E-7 I. 0 Secondary failure
CE25 Squire Cogs Compressor _ails 3.36E-5 1120 Other hardware failure
CE2$0X Control error cmds comp 1 to shut down 2.00E-5 Other hardware failure
CE252X Short in comp 1 control circuit 2.60E-5 Other hardware failure
CE255X non human-related oomp 1 breaker _rip 3.70E-7 0.5 Other hardware failure
CE257X Compressor auto switching circuit fails 1.50E-2 Other hardware failure
CE26 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
CE260X Control error cmds comp 2 to shut down 2.60E-5 O_her hardware failure
CE262X Short in comp 2 contro_ circuit 2.60E-5 Other hardware failure
CE265X non human-related comp 2 breaker _rlp 3.70E-7 0.5 Other hardware failure
CE270X Control error cmds comp 3 to shut down 2.60E-5 Other hardware failure

• CE272X Short in comp 3 control circuit 2.60E-5 Other hardware failure
CE275X non human-related comp 3 breaker _rip 3.70E-7 0.5 Other hardware failure
CE31 Bypass Valve Blocked : 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CK310 Inlet Valve 3 Blocked I.COE-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE311 Mis_ Ell EXi_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked

" CE312 Bypass Inle_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE313 Bypass Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE314 Mis_ Ell Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE315 :nle_ Valve 1 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE316 Inlet Valv_ 2 Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
CE3171X Mist Ill Blocked _ue to mist causes 2,80E-5 8.0 Other hardware failure.
CE318 Exi_ Valve Blockmd _ nn_-_ i _ _,,,,,I .,,_,,-bl--_-d
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CE319 Valve I Blocked l. OOE-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE32 Rix Comp 1 !nl_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Au_omatic valve blocked
CE320 Valve 2 Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
CE321 Valve 3 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE322 Inlet Valve 1 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked •

CE323 Inlet Valve 2 Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Au_oma_ic valve blocked
CE324 Mis_ Eli Blocked 2.80E-5 8,0 Other hardware failure
CZ325 Exit Valve Blo=ked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE32G Vclve 1 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve bloc_ed
CE327 Valve 2 Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automa_ic valve blocked "
CE328 Valve 3 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
CE33 Rtx Co_ 1 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1,0 Automatic v_lve blocked
CE34 Rix Comp 2 Znlet Valve Blocked 1,00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
CE35 Rix Com1:2 Exi_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
CE36 $c_i:e Cogs Inle_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1,0 Automa_io valve blocked
C_E37 Squire Cogs Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automa_ic valve blocked
CE38 Inle_ Valve 1 Blocked 1.00E-S 1,0 Manual valve blocked
CE39 Inlet Valve 2 Blocked 1,00E-6 1.0 Automa_ic valve blocked
COOLSYS Cooling wa_er system fails 1.50E-6 O_her hardware failure
DEll Channel I Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DEl2 Channel 2 Inle_ Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
OEI3 Channel 3 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DEl4 Channel 4 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
OEIdl P_eheater Leaks I.%5E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEIdI0 Au_o Valve 5 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
Or1411 Auto Valve 6 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEIdI2 Auto Valve 7 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl413 Auto Valve 8 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl414 Auto Valv_ 9 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEIdI5 Auto Valve I0 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl416 Auto Valve 1i Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE1417 Auto Valve 12 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
0E1418 Auto Valve 13 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automati_ valve leak
DEId_9 Auto Valve 14 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl42 Hea_ Exchanger Leaks I.%5E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEl420 Regeneration Supply Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DEl421 Regeneration Re_urn Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE1422 Post Prehea_er Valve _locked 1.0Or-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DEl43 Cooler Leaks 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEl44 Blower Leaks 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEl45 Water Knock-out Tank Leaks 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure '
DEl46 Au_o Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
0E147 Auto Valve 2 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE148 Auto Valve 3 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl49 Auto Valve 4 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEI$ Channel I Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEI51 Cooler Fails 1,95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEISI0 HeatExchanger Fails 1.95E-6 48 Other hardwar_ failure
DEISII Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 I_0 Secondary failure
DEISI2 TIC-1 Failure 1.00E-_ 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DEISI3 TZC-2 Failure 1.0Or-6 1.0 automatic valve blocked
DEISI4 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
DEl52 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 l.O Secondary failure
DEl53 Blower Fails 1.95E-6 48 Othe_ hardware failure
DEl54 Power Loss 1.00E-5 24 Power loss
DEl55 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secon_Lary failure
DEl56 Condenser Failure 1.95E-6 48 O_her hardware failure

DEIST Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
DEl58 Preheater Failure 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
DEl59 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
DE16 Channel 2 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl7 Channel 3 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEl8 Channel 4 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE19 Channel 4 Bypass Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE21 Channel 1 Dryer 1 Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
DE210 Channel 1 Flow i Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE2102X Channel 2 Flow 1 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE2103X Channel 3 Flow 1 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE2104X Channel 4 Flow i Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0_5 Manual valve leak
DE211 Channel 1 Flow 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE2112X Channel 2 Flow 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE2113X Channel 3 Flow 2 Valve Leak 1.0_E-_ 0.5 Manual valve lea_
DE2114X Channel 4 Flo_ 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-_ 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE212 Channel 1 Re_ Inlet Valve Leak I._)0E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE2122X Channel 2 Reg Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Au_omatlc valve leak
DE2123X Channel 3 Reg Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE2124X Channel 4 Reg Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE212X Channel 2 Dryer I Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure '
DE213X Channel 3 Dryer 1 Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
DE214X Channel 4 Dryer i Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
DE22 Channel 1 Dryer 2 Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
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OE222X Channel 2 Oryer 2 Fails 1.OOE-5 40 Other t_ardware failure
DE223X Channel 3 0_yer 2 Fails 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
DE224X Channel 4 Dryer 2 Fails 1,00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
0E23 Channel 1 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure

. DE232X Channel 2 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
DE233X Channel 3 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
OE234X Channel 4 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
DE24 Channel 1 Filter i Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE242X Channel 2 Filter l Leak 1,07E-6 1.0 Other _ardware failure
0E243X Channel 3 Filter I Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE244X Channel 4 Filter i Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
0E25 Channel 1 Filter 2 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE252X Channel 2 Filter 2 Leak 1,07E-5 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE253X Channel 3 Filter 2 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
0E254X Channel 4 Filter 2 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE26 Channel 1 Filter 3 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE262X Channel 2 Filter 3 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE263X Channel 3 Filter 3 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE264X Channel 4 Filter 3 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE27 Channel 1 Filter 4 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE272X Channel 2 FAlter 4 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE273X Channel 3 Filter 4 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE274X Channel 4 Filter 4 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE28 Channel 1 Auto Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE282X Channel 2 Auto Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE283X Channel 3 Auto Inlet Valve Leak 1,00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE284X Channel 4 Auto Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE29 Channel i Req Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-S 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE292X Channel 2 Req Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE293X Channel 3 Reg Exit Valve Leak 1.0DE-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE294X Channel 4 Req Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE31 Channel I Filter 1 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 O_her hardware failure
DE312X Channel 2 Filter 1 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE313X Channel 3 Filter 1 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE314X Channel 4 Filter 1 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE32 Channel 1 Filter 2 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE322X Channel 2 Filter 2 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DZ323X Channel 3 Filte_ 2 _locked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE324X Channel 4 Filter 2 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware fail_re
DE33 Channel 1 FAlter 3 Rlocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE332X Channel 2 Filter 3 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE333X Channel 3 FAlter 3 Rlocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE334X Channel 4 Filter 3 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE34 Channel 1 Filter 4 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE342X Channel 2 FAlter 4 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE343X Channel 3 FAlter 4 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE344X Channe_ 4 Filter 4 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Other hardware failure
DE35 Channel 1 Manual Inlet Valve Blocked Io00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE352X Channel 2 Manual Inlet Valve Blocked 1.0DE-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE353X Channel 3 Manual Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE354X Channel 4 Manual _nle_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE36 Channel 1 Auto Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE362X Channel 2 Auto Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE363X Channel 3 Auto Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE364X Channel 4 Auto I_let Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE37 Channel I Flow I Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE372X Channel 2 Flow I Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE373X Channel 3 Flow i Valve Bl_cked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE374X Channel 4 Flow 1 Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE38 Channel i Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE382X Channel 2 Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.0DE-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE383X Channel 3 Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE384X Channel 4 Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE39 Channel 1 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic Valve blocked
DE392X Channel 2 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE393X Channel 3 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE394X Channel 4 Exi_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE44 Reg Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual volvo blocked
DE45 Reg Exit Valve Blocked 1.0DE-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DES1 Auto Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE52 Par_ 2 Bypass Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE53 Part 2 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE54 Part 2 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak

• DE55 Par_ 1 Auto Exlt Valve Leak 1.0DE-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DEE1 Dryer 1 Failure 1.00E-5 40 Other hardware failure
DE610 Auto _nlet Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE611 Flow i Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak

. DE612 Flow 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE613 Reg Exit Valve Leak 1.0DE-5 0.5 Automatic valve l_k
DE614 Reg Inlet i Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
DE615 Reg Inlet 2 V_Ive Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
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0E616 FLlt_ 1 Leak 1.07£-6 1.0 O_her hardware failure
OEr17 Filter _ Leak l, 07E-6 I.0 O_her hardware failure
OEr2 Pa_ 2 Bypass _lalve B_ocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Au_omatic valve blocked
DEE3 Manual Znlec Valve Blocked 1.00E-e 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE64 Auto Inlet Valve Blocke_ 1.00E-G 1.0 AucomaClc valve blocked
OEG5 Flow I Valve Blocked L.00E-e 1,0 Manual valve blocked
DE6G Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DEC7 PaEC 1 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DEC8 Filter i Blocked I*07E-E 1.0 OtheE hardware failure
DES9 Filter 2 Blocked 1.07E-6 1,0 Other hardware failure
DETI Dryer 2 Failure 1.00E-§ 40 Other hardware failure .
DE?10 Req _nlet Valve Leak 1,00E-5 0.5 AutomaClc valve leak
DE?II Flov 1 Valve Leak 1.00E-? 0,5 Manual valve leak
OE?I2 Flow 2 Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0,5 Au_omaClc valve leak
OE?I3 Filter 1 Leak 1.07E-6 1.0 Other ha_are failure
OE?I4 Filter 2 Leak 1.0_E-6 1.0 Other baEdvact failure
OE?2 Part 1 B_ss Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 AuComaClc valve blocked
DE?3 Auto Inlet Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Au_omati= valve blocked
OE?4 Flow i Valve Blockld 1.00E-O 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE75 Flow 2 Valve Blocked 1.00E-§ 1,0 Manual valve blocked
OE?G AUtO Exi_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
DE?? Filter 1 Blocked 1.07E-6 1.0 Othe_ hardvare failure
_E78 Filter 2 Block_ _ 1,0_E-G 1.0 O_her hardware failure

>9 Req £xi_ Valve Leak 1.00E-5 0,5 Au_omAClc valve leak
_i Bypass Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
_810 Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
0ES11 Valve 3 Leak I,OOE-7 0_5 Manual valve le_
DES12 Bypaso Valve Leak 1,00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DES13 Valve 1 Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
DE814 Valve 3 Lectk 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
DE62 Valve 1 Blocked 1.00E-0 1,0 Manual valve blocked
DE83 Valve 2 Blocked 1.00E-6 1,0 Automatic valve blocked
DE04 Valve 3 Bloc_td 1.00E-8 Io0 Manual valve blocked
DEB5 Bypass Valvm Blocked 1.00E-B 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DEB6 Valve 1 Blocked 1.00E.-G 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DEB_ Valve 2 Block_ 1.00E-6 1.0 Au_omatlc valve blocked
DE80 Valve 3 Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve blocked
DE09 Bypass Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Hanual valve leak
DEC_0 Reqtneration Demand Rate 2.8GE-I Other hardware failure
ELECPOWER Electric power system fails (> 2 hre) 1.60E-4 Other hardware failure
HEll _annel 1 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
HE12 Channel 2 Xnlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 M_nual valve leak
HE13 Chan_el 3 Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valvl leak
HEla Chan_l I F_zi_ Valve X_e_ 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual _ralve leak
ME15 Channel 2 Exlt Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
HE16 Channel 3 Exit Valve Leak I._E-7 0.5 Manual valve leak
HEll Heat Exchanq_r I Failur_ 1.95E-6 48 O_her hardware failure
HE22 Channel 1 Inle_ Valve Blocked 1.00E-0 1.0 Manual valve blocked
HE23 Channel 1 Exit Valve Blocked 1,0OE-6 1.0 Manu_l valve blocked
HE24 Channel 1 Direct Flow Valve Leak 1,00E-5 0.5 Au_o_atlc valve leak
HE25 Channel 1 Flow Valve Fails Closed 1,00E-6 1.0 Automatic verve blocked
HE260X Loss of Ch 1 flow valve con_ro! power 1.40E-3 Other hardware error
HE25IX Control error cads Ch I flow valve close 2.GOE-5 Other hardware error
_27 Secondary Failure - Channel 1 Flow Valve 1.00E-_ 1.0 Secondary failure
HE31 Heac E_chanq_r 2 Failure 1.95E-G 40 Othe_ hardware failure
HE32 Channel 2 Znle_ valve blocked 1,00E-6 1,0 Manual valve blocked
HE33 Channel 2 Exi_ valve blocked 1.00E-0 1.0 Manual valve blocked
}_34 Channel 2 Direct flow valve l_k 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
HE35 Channel 2 Flow valve fails closed 1.00E-G 1.0 AuComaClc valve blocked
HE3_0X Loss of Ch 2 flow valve control power 1.40E-3 O_heE hardware error
HE3GIX Control error c_ds Ch 2 flow valve close 2.60E-5 Othe_ he,ware error
HE3? Secondary Failure - Channel 2 Fie, Valve 1.00E-? 1.0 Secondary failure
HE41 Heat Exchanqer 3 Failure 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
HE42 Channel 3 2nle_ Valve Blocked 1,00E-_ 1.0 Manual valve blocked
HE43 Channel 3 Exit Valve Blocked 1.00E-8 1.0 Manual valve clo_ed
HE44 Channel 3 Oi_ecc flow valve leaks 1.O0E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
HE45 Channel 3 Flow Valve Fails Closed 1.00E-_ l.O AuComaClc valve blocked
HEq5_ Loss of Ch 3 flow valve control power 1,40E-3 Other hardware error
_EdG!X Control error cmds Ch 3 flow valve close 2.GOE-5 Other hardware e=ror
_7 Secondary failure - Channel 3 Flow Valve 1.00E-7 1.0 Seco,defy failure
gell Channel 1 First In),eC Valv_ Leak 1,00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
RE12 Channel 2 Firs_ Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-? 0.5 Manual alva leak
RE13 Channel 3 First Inlet Valve Leak 1.00E-7 0,5 Manual ,_Ive leak
RE14 Chann_, 1 Exi_ Valve Leak 1,00E-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
REI5 Channel 2 Exit Valve Leak 1.00_-7 ¢,5 Manual valve leak "
gEIG Channel 3 Exit Valve Leak 1.00E.-7 0,5 Manual valve leak
gE_l HoaC Exchan_e_ F_ilure 1,95E-6 _ Other hardwe_ failure

RE42 Pceheaue= Failu::e I._5E-_ , Other hard,_e failureRE43 Secondary Failure I.O0E-'; . Secondary failure .
P,.E44 Reactor Failure _o_F.-' _+ Other hard, ace failure
ge440X Control error cr_e CI_ I pcehtr shuc down 2.50E,,.. Other hardware error
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RE442X Short circui_ in ch 1 pre-heater power 1.0Or-7 Ocher har_warm error
RE44EX Non human-related Ch 1 prehcr bkr _rlp 3.70E-7 0,5 Other hardware failures
RE45 Secondary Failure 1.0QE-7 1.0 Secondary failure
RE45QX Control error cmd8 Ch 1 reactor shut down _.60E-§ Other hardware error
RE452X _hocc circuit in ch 1 reactor power 1,0Or-7 Other hardw_-e error

- ."J_45_i Non human-::elated Ch 1 :eact;or bkr trip 3.70E-7 0.5 OCher hardware failures
RE51 Heat £xchanqmr Failure 1.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
R£52 Preheater Failure 1.95E-6 40 OCher hardware failure

RE53 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 $,ee_ondaA'y failure
RE54 Reactor Failure 9.8GE-6 24 0_,_ hardware failure

" RE54.X Control error cnnds Ch 2 prehtr shuc down 2.60E-5 Caner hardware error
RE542X Short cic=ui_ £n c, 2 pre-heater power 1.00E-_ O'_h_ hardware error
RE546X Non human-r_laCed Ch 2 prehtr bkr trip 3.70E-7 0.5 Other _ardware failures
RE55 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 l. 0 Secondary faiiurm
RES_0X Control error cu_s Ch 2 ceactou shut down 2.60E-5 Other hardware error
RE552X Short cite/it in ch 2 reactor power 1.00E-7 Other hardware error
RE556_ Non human-relaC_ Ch 2 reactor bkc trip 3.70£-7 0.5 OCher hardware failures
REal Heat Exc_anqec Failure I.95E-6 48 Other hardware failure
RE62 Prehea_er Failure I.95E-6 48 OCher hardware failure
BEG3 Secondary Failure 1.00E-7 1.0 Secondary failure
RE64 Reactor Failure 9.86E-6 24 OCher hardware failure
P_S4OX Control error c_tc_8 Ch 3 prehcr shot down 2.60E-5 OCher hardware error
RE642X Short clrcuiC in ch 3 pre-heater power 1.00E-7 OCher hardware error
RE646X Non human-related Ch 3 prehtr bkr trlp 3.70£-7 0.5 Othe_ hardware failures
RE65 SeconcLacy Failure i.0Or-7 1.0 SecondaF_ failure
RE650X Control error _-"mds Ch 3 _eactor shut down 2.60E-5 OCher hardware error
RE652X Short circuit in ch 3 reactor power 1.0u£-7 Other hardware error
RE656X Non human-related Ch 3 reactor, bkr trip 3.70E-7 0.5 OCher hardware failures
P_E?I Inlet Valve 2 Blocked 1.0Or-6 1.0 AuComatlc valve blocked
RE72 Znlet Valve 3 Blocked !.00E-6 1.0 Au_omaclc valve blocked
RE73 Channel 1 Inlet Valve 2 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automaclc valve leak
RE74 C_annel I Inlet Valve 3 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automaclc valve leak
RE81 Znlec Valve 2 Blocke_ 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
_E92 Inlet Valve 3 Blocke_ 1.00E-6 1.0 Automaclc valve blocked
RE87 Channel 2 Inlet Valve 2 Leak I.OOE-5 0.5 Automatic valve l_ak
RE88 Channel 2 Inlet Valve 3 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
REgl Inle_ Valve 2 Blocked 1.0OE-6 1.0 Aucomatlc valve blocked
RE92 Znlec Valve 3 Blocka,_ 1.00E-6 1.0 Automatic valve blocked
RE97 Channel 3 Inlet Valve 2 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak
RE98 Channel 3 _nlet Valve 3 Leak 1.00E-5 0.5 Automatic valve leak

B-2 Human-Related Basic Events

In this section we present the human-related basic events used in the TERF

analysis. The human-related basic event data are contained in Table B-2.

This table provides their basic event names (in ascending alpha sort), a

textual description, and i_s probability of occurrence.

Table B-2 Human-Related Basic Events

Probability

Basic Event Description of Failure

CE251x Rex Comp I shut down by maintenance psnl 3.55E-05

CE253X Operator manually shuts down romp I 3.00E-03

CE254X Operator inadvert trips romp 1 breaker 1.00E-03

CE256X Opmrator inadvertently shuts down romp I 4.20E-09

• CE258X Oper shuts down due to inadequate conuno 3.30e-03

CE261x Rex Comp 2 shut down by maintenance psnl 3.55E-05

CE263X Operator manually shut= down romp 2 3°00E-03

• CE264X Operator inadvert trips romp 2 breaker 1.00E-03

CE266X Operator inadvertently shuCs down romp 2 4.20E-09

CE268X Ope_ shuts down due to inadequate con_o 3.30e-03

CE271X Rex Comp 3 shut down by maintenance psnl 3.55E-05
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CE274X Operator inadvern trips comp 3 breaker 1.00E-03

CE276X Operator inadvertently shuts down comp 3 4.20E-09
CE278X Oper shuts down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

CE3172X Mist Ell blocked due to rag ix, line 6.50E-04
DE202X Maintenance pets fall to install filter 3.30e-09

DE203X Maintenance pets fall to install filter 3.30e-09

DE204X Malnnenance p_rs fail to install filter 3.30e-09

DE20X Mainnanance pets fail to install filter 3.30e-09 P

HE262X Chl flow valve closed by malnn peEsonnel 3.55E-05
HE263X Oper closes Ch 1 flow valve w/ co_uter 4.20E-09

HE264X Operator manually closes Ch 1 flow valve 3.00E-03

HE265X Op closes flow valve due to inadeq commo 3.30e-03

HE362X Cb2 flow valve closed by maint personnel 3.55E-05

HE363X Oper closes Ch 2 flow valve w/ computer 4.20E-09

HE364X Operator manually closes Ch 2 f,,ow valve 3.00E-03

HE365X Op closes flow valve due to inadeq co_m_o 3.30e-03

HE462X eh3 flow valve closed by mainn personnel 3.55E-05

HE463X Oper closes Ch 3 flow valve w/ computer 4.20E-09

HE464X Operator manually closes Ch 3 flow valve 3.00E-03

HE465X Op closes flow valve due to inadeq commo 3.30e-03

RE441X Prehea_er i shut down by maint personnel 3.55E-05

RE443X Oper shuns down Ch 1 prehtr w/ computer 4.20E-09
KE444X Oper manually shuns down Ch 1 pre-heater 3.00E-03

RE445X Oper inadvertently trips Ch 1 PreHtr bkr 1.00E-03

KE447X Oper shuns down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

RE451X Reactox 1 shut down by maint personnel 3.55E-05

RE453X Oper shuns down Ch I reactor w/ computer 4.20E-09
_454X Oper manually shuns down Ch 1 reactor 3.00E-03

KE455X Oper inadvertently _rips Ch 1 Reactor bkr 1.00E-03

RE457X Oper shuns down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03
RE541X Preheater 2 shut down by mainn personnel 3.55E-05

RE543X Oper shuns down Ch 2 prehtr w/ computer 4.20E-09

RE544X Oper manually shuns down Ch 2 pre-heater _.00E-03
RE545X Oper inadvertently trips Ch 2 PreHtr bkr 1.00E-03

KE547X Oper shuns down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

KE551X R@actor 2 shut down by main_ personnel 3.55E-05
RE553X Oper shuns down Ch 2 reactor w/ computer 4.20E-09

RE554X Oper manually shuns down Ch 2 reactor 3.00E-03

RE555X Oper inadvertently trips Ch 2 Reactor bkr 1.00E-03

RE557X Oper shuns down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

RE641X Preheater 3 shut down by mainn personnel 3.55E-05

R_.643X Oper shuns down Ch 3 prehtr w/ computer 4.20E-09

RE644X Oper manually shuns down Ch 3 pre-heater 3.0E-03
RE645X Oper inadvertently trips Ch 3 PreHtr bkr 1.00E-03

RE647X Oper shuns down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

RE651X Reactor 3 shun down by mainn personnel 3.55E-05

RE653X Oper shuns down Ch 3 reactor w/ computer 4.20E-09
RE654X Oper manually shuts down Ch 3 _actoE 3.00E-03

RE655X Oper inadvertently rflps Ch 3 Reactor bkr 1.00E-03

RE657X Oper shuts down due to inadequate commo 3.30e-03

The human-related basic events listed in Table B-2 are derived from several

sources. The following is provided as a background for those human-related
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events which deal with human error related to the compressors, reactors,

preheaters and heat exchangers.

I. Operator commands equipment X to shut down (or close). There are three

• events that were analyzed to make this event. Ali three of these events must

occur for the event to be true. These include (i) operator selects wrong

computer display and shuts down equipment X (when he meant to shut something

else down), (2) operator responds "YES" to computer query verifying that he

wants to shut down equipment X, and (3) operator falls to determine equipment

X was inadvertently commanded off (recovery factor).

Event (I) has a probability of 0.001. This value was derived using the THERP

methodology [15], Table 20-9, item 3. Event (2) has a probability of 4.2

E-3. This value was derived using the INTENT methodology [14], item ii.

Event (3) has a probability of 0.001. This value was derived using THERP,

Table 20-11, item i. Together these three events yield a probability of 4.2

E-9 (0.001 X 4.2 E-3 X 0.001}.

2. Operator inadvertently trips equipment X breaker. This action shuts

power off to that piece of equipment. The probability assigned to that event

is 1.0 E-3. This value was derived using the INTENT methodology, item 12.

3. Operator inadvertently shuts down (or closes) equipment X with computer

(due to inadequate communication). This event is different than 1 in that

hers the operator thinks he is shutting down (or closing) the proper piece of

equipment. The assigned probability includes the probability of deciding to

shutdown (or close) the wrong piece of equipment. This could occur because

his instruments told him wrong, he misinterpreted his instruments, somebody

told him to 7"lut down (or close) the wrong piece of equipment, or he

misinterpreted what he was told. The probability assigned to this event was

3.3 E-3. This value was derived using the INTENT methodology, item 16.

• 4. Operator manually shuts down (or closes) equipment X. This event

requires the operator to go to the piece of equipment and shut it down (or

• close) or send somebody down to shut down (or close) the piece of equipmeut.
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The probability assigned to this event was 0.003. This value was derived

using the THERP methodology, Table 20-12, item 12.

5. Equipment X shut down (or closed) by Maintenance personnel. The

probability assigned to this event was comprised of three events. First you

could hav e a maintenance error in operating a manual control or maintenance

violates a procedure and reconfigures equipment (the way they want it). If

either of these two events occurs and maintenance tolerates an out of

tolerance situation with potentially moderate consequences (as a recovery

factor) then Event 5 occurs. The probability assigned to maintenance error

in operating a manual control was 0.003. This value was derived using the

THF/IP methodology, Table 20-12, item 12. The probability assigned to

maintenance violates a procedure and reconfigures equipment was 5.5 E-4.

This value was derived using the INTP_Tr methodology, item 3. The probability

assigned to maintenance tolerates an out-of-tolerance situation with

potentially moderate consequences was i E-2. This value was derived using

the INTENT methodology, item 6. Putting these three event together provides

a probability of 3.55 Eo5 ((0.003 + 5.5 E-4) X 1 E-2}.

ERS Unavailable

The next series of events to consider was the availability of the ERS

system. Since we consider the ERS as being unavailable in the study, this

event is was not used in our analysis, but could prove valuable in future

analyses.

Event' The TERF-to-ERS connecting valve is closed and not reopened (for

example, following maintenance of ERS). The probability assigned tn this

event was made of up of three events. First the operator fails to perform

procedural step to restore valve to premaintenance position or operator

violates procedure and reconfigures equipment. If either of these two events

occurs and the checker(s) performing QA tolerate the discrepancy, then this

event occurs. _e probability assigned to operator fails to perform b

procedural step to restore valve to premaintenance position was 0.01. This
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value was derived using the THERP methodology, Table 20-7, item 4. The

probability assigned to operator violates procedure and reconfigures

• equipment was 8,3 E-2. This value was derived using the INTENT methodology,
i

item 3. The probability assigned to checker(s) performing QA tolerate the

• discrepancy wa_i 1,21/iE_l.' This value was derived using the INTENT
_ t

methodology, i,_:,_!,_'_7/. Yhese events computed together provide a probability of

Additional human errors that could effect the TERF system i_clude the

following"

I. Maintenance personnel remove dryer filter and fail to install a new

filter during the filter changeout. This event causes train X of

regeneration system to become unavailable due to maintenance error on dryer

filter(s). There were three events that were analyzed to make this event.

All three events must occur for the event to be true. These include (I)

operator circumvents procedure (cause unkno_n) with a minor consequence, (2)

maintenance personnel fall to post maintenance system restoration list, and

(3) during system operation, operator f_ils to notice abnormal 1

(un-annunciated) pressure through dryer due to the lack of a filter.

Event (I) has a probability of 3.3 E-4. This value was derived using the

INTENT methodology [14], item 2. Event (2) has a probability of 0.01. This

value was derived using the THERP methodology [15], Table 20-6, item 5.

Event (3) has a probability of 0.001. This value was derived using THERP

[15], Table 20-11, item i. Together these three events yield a probability

of < 1 E-6 (negligible) (3.3 E-4 X 0.01 X 0.001}.

2. Safe gas bottle replaced with pure hydrogen gas bottle. This event

causes the TERF system to become unavailable because of high hydrogen

concentration in the inlet gas. There were three events that were analyzed

to make this event. Any of the three events could occur and the event would

be true. These include (I) maintenance or operations circumvents the bo1'tle

changeout procedure (with known catastrophic potential), (2) maintenance or

. operations uses the right gas bottle (hydrogen) at the wrong location (an
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in,erred glovebox), and (3) process worker fails to notice that the safe gas

cylinder for his process was replaced with hydrogen gas bottle.

Event (I) has a probability of 6.0 E-5. This value was derived using the

INTENT methodology, item i. Event (2) has a probability of 1 E-3. This

value was derived using the INTENT methodology, item 12. Event (3) has a

probability of I E-3. This value was derived using THERP, Table 20-22,

item 9. Together these three events yield a probability of 2 E-3 (6.0

E-5 + 1 E-3 + 1 E-3).

3. Flow is blocked in line X because rag is left in process "_ine (for

example, following construction or after maintenance which required opening a

process line). There were two events that were analyzed to make this event.

Both of these events should occur to make this event true. These include (I)

maintenance communication failure results in a person leaving a rag in the

line and (2) checking fails to identify fault (assume not using a written

checklist).

Event (I) has a probability of 3.3 E-3. This value was derived usin 8 the

INTENT methodology, item 16. Event (2) has a probability of 0.2. This value

was derived using the THERP methodology, Table 20-22, item 2. Together these

two events yield a probability of 6.6 E-4 (3.3 E-3 X 0.2}.

4. TERF is unavailable due to maintenance (unplanned). If you assume Ihr

surge capacity with full flow <80 ft3/min), then the following nonresponse

probabilities apply.

Time Taken (miD) .NonresDonse Probabi%ity

i0 7.4 E-4

20 3.1 E-2

30 1.2 E-I

40 2.3 E-I

50 5.5 E-I

b

This table should be read in the following manner. If it is supposed to tak_

them X minutes (from the table), the probability that they won't successfully
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complete the maintenance task within the given time is Y (taken from the

nonresponse probability table).

lt is suggested that historical data from the ERS or from estimation of the _

• new TERF design should be used to determine the frequency of unplanned

maintenance which could take a variety of times and factor that and the

nonresponse probability (NRP) into the total TERFunavailable failure mode.

For example, if we expect that there may be a total of three unplanned

maintenance events per year averaging (let*s say) 30 min, then multiply the

corresponding NRP of 1.2 E-I times three to arrive at the total TERF

unavailability from this mode, and factor this into the tree. The

calculations wereperformed using the Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR) model

[16].
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Appendix C - Results

This appendix contains a list of the top 200 cut sets generated from the

analysis and of the most important basic events.
Q

C-1 Failure Paths

The top cut sets are listed in Table C.I. The first column provides the cut

set number, lq%e second column contains the cumulative percent of the total

frequency (fo= example, cut set I is 57.8% of the total whereas cut set 1 and

2 comprise 60.8% of the total frequency), l"ne third column provides the

percent contribution of that cut set to the total frequency. Finally, the

fourth column contains the cut sets. Basic event descriptions are provided in

Tables B.I and B.2.

Table C.I TERF System Cut Sets
Cut % % Cut
No. Total Set Cut Sets

1 57.8 57.8 ELECPOWER
2 60.8 3.0 DEC40, DE154
3 62.6 1.7 CElll
4 64.4 1.7 CEl13
5 66.1 1.7 CEl12
6 67.9 1.7 CEll0
7 69.7 1.7 DEl7 ,
8 71.5 1.7 CEI15
9 73.2 1.7 CEl14

10 75.0 1.7 DEl9
ii 76.8 1.7 DE15
12 78.6 1.7 DEl6
13 80.3 1.7 DE18
14 81.4 1.0 COOLSYS
15 82.2 .7 DEC40, DE1417
16 83.0 .7 DEC40, DE1418
17 83.7 .7 DEC40, DE1416
18 84.5 .7 DEC40, DE1414
19 85.3 .7 DEC40, DE1415
20 86.1 .7 DISC40, DE1413
21 86.8 .7 DEC40, DE1419
22 87.6 .7 DEC40, DE1411
23 88.4 .7 DEC40, DE1410
24 89.1 .7 DEC46, DEl49
25 89.9 .7 DEC40, DE146
26 90.7 .7 DEC40, DEl412
2'; 91.5 .7 DEC40, DE147
28 92.2 .7 DEC40, DEl48
29 92 8 .6 DEC40, DEl51
30 93.4 .6 DEC40, DE158
31 94.0 .6 DEC40, DE1510
32 94.6 .6 DEC40, DEl53
33 95.2 .6 DEC40, DE143
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35 96.4 .6 DEC40, DEl56
36 97.1 .6 DEC40, DEl44
37 97.7 .6 DEC40, DEl41

• 38 98.3 .6 DEC40, DEl45
39 98.4 .i DEC40, DE1421
40 98.5 .i DEC40, DEl512
41 98.7 .i DEC40, DEl513

" 42 98.8 .I DEC40, DE1422
43 98.9 .I DEC40, DEl420
44 99.0 .0 KEl5
45 99..0 ..0 RE16
46 99.0 .0 KEl4
47 99.0 .0 CE12

48 99.0 .0 HE13
49 99.0 .0 CE13
50 99.1 .0 HEll
51 99.1 o0 HE14

52 99.1 . 0 HE15
53 99.1 .0 CEll
54 99.1 .0 HE16
55 _9.1 .0 DEl2
56 99.2 .0 CE14
57 99.2 .0 KEl2
58 99.2 .0 HE12
59 99.2 .0 KEl1
60 99.2 .0 CE117

61 99.3 .0 RE13
62 99.3 .0 CEl18
63 99.3 .0 CE19
64 99.3 .0 CE15
65 99.3 .0 CEIl9
66 99.3 .0 CE16
67 99.4 .0 CEl16
68 99.4 .0 CE17
69 99.4 .0 CE18
70 99.4 .0 DES11 :
71 99.4 .0 DE14

72 99.4 .0 DE814 1
73 99.5 .0 DEl1
74 99.5 .0 DES13
75 99.5 .0 DE13
76 99.5 .0 DE89 '
77 99.5 .0 DES12

78 99.6 .0 DE810
79 99.6 .0 DEC40 _ DE1514
80 99.6 .0 DEC40, DEl57
81 99.6 .0 DEC40, DEl59
82 99.6 .0 DEC40, DEl511
83 99.6 .0 DEC40, DEl55
84 99.6 .0 DEC40, DEl52
85 99.6 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE278X
86 99.7 .0 HE465X, HE265X, HE365X

87 99.7 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE273X
88 99.7 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE278X

89 99.7 .0 HE465X_ HE264X, HE365X
90 99.7 .0 HE464X, HE265X, HE365X

91 99.7 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE278X
. 92 99.7 .0 HE465X, HE265X, HE364X

93 99.7 .0 HE465X, HE264X_ HE364X
94 99.8 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE273X
95 99.8 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE273X

' 96 99.8 .0 HE464X, HE264X, HE365X
97 99.8 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE278X
98 99.8 .0 HE464X, HE265X, HE364X
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99 99.8 .0 HE464X, HE264X, HE364X
100 99.8 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE273X
i01 99.8 •0 HE465X, HE260X, HE365X

102 99.8 .0 HE460X, HE265X, HE365X
103 99.8 .0 HE465X, HE265X, HE360X

104 99.8 .0 HE464X, HE260X, HE365X
105 99.8 .0 HE460X, HE265_, HE364X
106 99.8 .0 HE465X, HE260X_ HE364X
107 99.9 .0 HE465X, HE264X, HE360X
108 99.9 .0 HE460X_ HE264X, HE365X
109 99.9 .0 HE464X, HE265X, HE360X
110 99.9 .0 HE464X, HE264X, HE360X
111 99.9 .0 HE464X, HE260X, HE364X

112 99.9 .0 HE460X, HE264X, HE364X
113 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE274X
114 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE268X, CE278X
115 99.9 '0 CE258X, CE264X, CE278X
116 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE264X, CE278X
117 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE274X
118 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE274X
119 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE263X, CE278X
120 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE268X, CE273X
121 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE264X_ CE273X
122 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE263X, CE273X
123 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE274X
124 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE264X, CE273X
125 99.9 .0 HE465X, HE260X, HE360X
126 99.9 .0 HE460X, HE265X, HE360X
127 99.9 .0 HE460X, HE260X, HE365X
128 99.9 .0 }{E460X, HE260X, HE364X
129 99.9 .0 .HE460X, HE264X, HE360X
I_30 99.9 .0 HE464X, HE260X, HE360X
i_I 99.9 .0 DEC40, DE45

132 99.9 .0 DEC40, DE44
133 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE264X; CE274X
134 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE264X, CE278X
135 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE268X, CE274X

136 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE264X, CE273X
137 99.9 .0 CE254X, CE263X, CE274X
138 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE264X, CE274X

139 99.9 .0 HE460X, HE260X, HE360X
140 99.9 ".0 CE254X, CE264X, CE274X
141 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE25
142 99.9 .0 CE21, CE268X, CE278X
143 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE23, CE278X
144 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE23, CE278X
145 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE25
146 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE25
147 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE23, CE273X

148 99.9 .0 CE21, CE263X, CE278X
149 99.9 .0 CE21, CE268X, CE273X
150 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE25
151 99.9 .0 CE21, CE263X, CE273X
152 99.9 .0 CE253X, CE23, CE273X

]53 99.9 .0 C_258X, CE260X, CE278X
154 99.9 .0 CE252X, CE268X, CE278X
155 99.9 .0 CE258Xv CE268X, CE272X
156 99.9 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE270X
157 99.9 .0 HE465X_ HE261X, HE365X
158 99.9 .0 HE461X, HE265X, HE365X
159 99.9 .0 CE2=.SX, CE262X, CE278X

160 99.9 .0 HE465X, HE265X, HE3_IX
161 99.9 .0 CE252X, CE263X, CE278X
162 99.9 .0 HE464X, _E261X_ HE365X



163 I00.0 .0 CE253X, CE260X, CE278X
164 100.0 .0 CE252X, CE268X, CE273X
165 100.0 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE270X
166 i00.0 .0 CE258X, CE262X, CE273X
167 100.0 .0 HE464X, HE265X, HE361X

• 168 i00.0 .0 CE253X, CE262X, CE278X
169 I00.0 .0 HE465X, HE261X, HE364X

170 i00.0 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE272X
171 100.0 .0 HE465X, HE264X, HE361X

172 I00.0 .0 HE461X, HE265X, HE364X
173 I00.0 .0 CE258X, CE263X, CE272X
174 I00.0 .0 HE461X, HE264X, HE365X
175 i00.0 .0 CE253X, CE268X, CE270X
176 100.0 .0 CE258X, CE260X, CE273X
177 I00.0 .0 CE253X, CE262X, CE273X
178 I00.0 .0 CE252X, CE263X, CE273X
179 I00.0 .0 CE253X, CE260X, CE273X
180 100.0 .0 HE464X, HE264X, HE361X
181 100.0 .0 HE461X, HE264X, HE364X
182 100.0 .0 HE464X, HE261X, HE364X
183 I00.0 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE272X
184 100.0 .0 CE253X, CE263X, CE270X
185 100.0 .0 CE250X, CE268X, CE278X
186 100.0 .0 CE250X, CE268X, CE273X
187 100.0 .0 CE250X, CE263X, CE278X
188 100.0 .0 CE258X, CE268X, CE271X
189 I00.0 .0 HE465X, HE262X, HE365X
190 100.0 .0 CE258X, CE261X_ CE278X
191 i00,0 .0 HE462X, HE265X, HE365X
192 100.0 .0 CE251X, CE268X, CE278X
193 I00.0 .0 HE465X, HE265X, H_362X
194 100.0 .0 CE250X, CE263X, CE273X
195 100.0 .0 HE465X, HE264X, HE362X
196 i00.0 .0 CE251X, CE263X, CE278X
197 I00.0 .0 CE253X, CE261X, CE278X
198 100.0 .0 CE251X, CE268X, CE273X
199 100.0 .0 'HE465X, HE262X, HE364X
200 I00.0 .0 HE464X, HE265X, HE362X

C-2 Importance Measures

Table C.2 contains the importance measures for the basic events used in this

analysis. This first column of this table lists the basic events. The second

column lists the number of times that basic event appears in a cut set. This

may prove important since a basic event with a lower probability may prove

more important because it appears in many more cut sets. The third column is

the Fussell-Vesly importance measure for that basic event. This measure

provides an indication of the percentage of the minimal cut set upper bound

contributed by the basic event. The fourth column is the risk reduction

intelTal for that basic event. This measure provides an indication of how

' much the minimal cut set upper bound would decrease if the basic eve _t was

made perfect (never fail). The last column is the risk increase interval for

' that basic event. This measure provides an indication of how much the minimal

cut set upper bound would increase if the basic event was always failed.
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Table C-2 Importance Measures (Sorted by F-V Measure)

# of Risk RedUc. Risk Incre.
Event Name Occur F-V Interval Interval

ELECPOWER I 5,783E-001 2.371E+000 3.615E+Q03
DEC40 38 2.062E-001 1.260E+000 1,267E+000
DEl54 1 3.021E-002 1.031E+000 1.575E+003
CEIl0 1 1,774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
CEIl4 1 1,774E-002 1,018E+000 3.615E+003
CE115 1 1,774E-002 1.018E+000 3,615E+003
DEl9 1 1.774E-002 1.018E+000 3,615E+003
DEl5 1 Io774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
DEl7 1 1.774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
DE16 i 1,774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
CEIl1 1 1o774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
DE18 1 1.774E-002 1.018E+000 3.615E+003
CE112 1 1.774E-002 1,018E+000 3.615E+003
CE113 1 1,774E-002 1.018E+000 3,615E+003
COOLSYS 1 1.084E-002 1.011E+000 3.615E+003
DEl49 1 7,727E-003 1.00BE+000 1.575E+003
DE148 1 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 1.575E+003
DE1418 1 7,727E-003 1.008E+000 1.575E+003
DE147 1 7o727E-003 1,008E+000 1,575E+003
DE146 1 7.727E-003 1.00BE+000 1.575E+003
DEl411 1 7.727E-003 Io008E+000 1.575E+003
DEl410 i 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 1.575E+003
DE1412 1 7,727E-003 1.00BE+000 1,575E+003
DEl419 _ 1 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 '1.575E+003
DE1413 1 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 1.575E+003
DEl414 1 7,727E-003 1.008_+000 1.575E+003
DE1417 i 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 1.57_E+003
DE1415 1 7.727E-003 !,008E+000 1.575E+003
DE1416 1 7.727E-003 1.008E+000 1.575E+003
DE153 _ 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1,575E+003
DE156 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1.575E+003
DE1510 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1.575E+003
DE151 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1.575E+003
DE143 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1.575E+003
DE142 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1,575E+003
DE141 1 6.013E-003 1,006E+000 1.575E+003
DE158 1 6,013E-003 1.006E+000 1,575E+003
DE145 1 6,013E-003 1,006E+000 1.575E+003
DE144 1 6.013E-003 1.006E+000 1.575E+003
DE1422 1 1.361E-003 1.001E+000 1.575E+003
DE1421 1 1.361E-003 1,001E+000 1.575E+003
DE1512 1 1,361E-003 1,001E+000 1.575E+003
DE1513 1 1.361E-003 1.001E+000 1.575E+003
DEl420 1 1.361E-003 1.001E+000 _.575E+003
HE365X 144 7.251E_004 1,001E+000 1.219E+000
HE265X 144 7.251E-004 1.001E+000 1.219E+000
HE465X 144 7.251E-004 1.001E+000 1.219E+000
CE258X 81 6.710E-004 1.001E+000 1.203E+000
CE268X 81 6,710E-004 1 001E+0C_ 1.203E+000
CE278X 81 6.710E-004 1,001E+000 1,203E+000
HE364X 144 6.591E-004 1,001E+000 1.219E+000
HE264X 144 6.591E-004 1,001E+000 1.219E+000
HE464X 144 6.591E-004 1.001E.000 1.219E+000 ,
CE253X 81 6.100E-004 1,001E+000 1.203E+000
CE263X 81 G.100E-004 1.001E+000 1,203E+000
CE273X 81 6.100E-004 1,001E+000 1.203E+000
HE260X 144 3._7_-nn4 I nnn_nnn 1 __ -

=
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HE460X 144 3,076E-004 1.000E+000 1.219E+000
HE360X 144 3.076E-004 1.000E+000 1,219E+000
CE254X 81 2,033E-004 1.000E+000 1,203E+000

' CE264X 81 2.033E-004 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE274X 81 2.033E-004 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE13 I 1,774_-004 1,000E+000 3,615E+003
CE12 1 1.77_E-004 1,000E+000 3.615_+003
CE17 1 1,77d_E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
CE19 1 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
CEI4 1 1.774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
CEll I i.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
CE15 1 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
CEIl7 1 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
CEl18 1 1,774E-004 1,000E+000 3,615E+003
CEIl6 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 5.615E+003
CE119 I 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3,615E+003
CE16 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DE810 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
HE14 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
RE16 I 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
_EI6 1 1.774_-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
RE15 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
RE_4 1 1.774E-004 1 000E+000 3,615E+003
RE12 _ 1.774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
RE11 i 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
HE15 i 1.774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
HEll 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
RE13 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DES14 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DE89 i 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DES13 1 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DE812 1 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
HE13 1 1,774E-004 1.000E+000 3,615E+003
HE12 i 1.774E-004 1.000_+000 3.615E+003
CE18 1 1,774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
DE811 I 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3.615E+003
DE14 1 1,774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
DE13 1 1.774E-004 1,000E+000 3.615E+003
DE12 1 1.774E-004 1,000E+000 3,615E+003
DEll I 1.774E-004 1.000E+000 3,615E+003
DE159 I 1.361E-004 1.000E+000 1,575E+003
DE1511 i 1,361E-004 1.000E+000 1.575E+003
DEl55 i 1.361E-004 1,000E+000 1.575E+003
DE1514 I 1,361E-004 1.000E+000 1,575E+003
DE152 1 1.361E-004 1.000E+000 1.575E+003
DE157 1 1.361E-004 1,000E+000 1.575E+003
CE21 81 1,365E-005 1.000E+000 1.204E+000
CE25 81 1,365E-005 1.000E+000 1,203E+000
CE23 81 1.365E-005 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
DE44 1 1.361E-005 1.000E+000 1.575E+003
DE45 I 1,361E-005 1.000E+000 1.575E+003
HE361X 144 1,142E-005 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE261X 144 1.142E-005 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE461X 144 1.142E-005 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
CE252X 81 1.057E-005 1.000E+000 1.204E+000
CE272X 81 1,057E-005 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE270X 81 1.057E-005 1 000E+000 1.203E+000
CE260X 81 1.057E-00_ 1,_00E+000 1.203E+000
CE262X 81 1.057E-005 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE250X 81 8.146E-006 1.000E+000 1.204E+000

' HE_62X 144 _,800E-006 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE262X 144 7,800E-006 1,000E+000 1.220E+000
HE362X 144 7,800E-00_ 1,000_+000 1.220E+000
CE251X 81 7.218E-006 1.000E+000 1.204E+000
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CE271X 81 7.218E-006 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE261X 81 7.218E-006 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
HE44 144 1.078E-006 1.000E+000 1.220E.000
HE34 144 1.078E-006 1.000E+000 1.220E+000 ,
HE24 144 1.078E-006 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE41 144 8.393E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE31 144 8.393E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE21 144 8.393E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E_000 '
HE35 144 1.900E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE25 144 1.900E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE45 144, 1.900E-007 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
CE255X 81 3.700E-008 1.000E+000 1.204E+000
CE275X 81_ 3.694E-008 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE265X 81_ 3.694E-008 1.000E+000 1.203E.000
HE27 144 1.901E-008 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE47 144 1.901E-008 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE37 144 1.901E-008 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
CE22 81 1.760E-008 1.000E+000 1.204E+000
CE24 81 1.760E-008 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
CE26 81 Io760E-008 1.000E+000 1.203E+000
I_E32 144 1.906E-009 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE33 144 1.906E-009 1.000E+000 1.220E.000
HE43 144 1.906E-009 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE42 144 1.906E-009 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE22 144 Io906E-009 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE23 144 1.906E-009 1.000E+000 1,220E+000
HE363X 144 9.303E-010 1.000E+000 1.220E+000
HE263X 144 9.303E-010 1.000E.000 1.220E+000
HE463X 144 9.30_E-010 1.000E+000 1.220E+000

- DE87 1 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE31 3 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.003E+000
CE39 1 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
DE83 1 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
DES1 3_ 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.003E+000
DE85 3 2.729E-011 1.000E+000 1.003E+000
,_E97 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE74 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000Z+000
RE98 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE8T 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RZ88 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
_'Y3 25 3.211E-012 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE61 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE5_. 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RETI 25 0,000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE81 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE72 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE82 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
REgl 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
DE84 1 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000

CE3172X 9 0.000E+000 1.000E_000 1.000E+000
CE322 3 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE317 IX 9 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 I.000E+000
CE319 15 0.000E+000 1.000_+000 I.000E+000
CE310 1 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE313 16 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE41 25 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE311 15 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
RE92 25 0.000E+000 I.000E+000 I.000E+000
CE312 16 0.000E.000 I.000E+000 i.000E+000
CE32 6 4 0.000E+000 I.000E+000 I.000E+000
DE88 1 0.000E+000 1.000E.000 1.000E+000 ,
CE318 9 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE328 4 0,000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE323 3 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
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CE320 15' 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE321 15 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
DE86 1 0.000E+000 1.000E.000 1.000E+000

• CE315 9 0.000E+000 1.000_+000 1.000E+000
CE324 3 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE327 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE325 3 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE33 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE34 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE32 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE35 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE314 16 0.000E+000 1.000_+000 1.000E+000
CE36 4 0.000Z+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
CE38 1 0.000E+000 1.000E.000 1.000E+000
CE37 4 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 Io000E+000
CE316 _ 0.000E+000 1.000E.000 1.000E+000
DE82 _ 0.000E+000 1.000E+000 1.000E+000
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